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90° BEND AT 98 BELOW! This sample, flame-cut 
from 1” CARILLOY T-1 plate, was chilled to 
—98°F’., and then bent to a full 90° angle. Even  . 
though the raw, flame-cut edge made up the outer o . 
radius of the bend, there was no sign of failure! “a _. 

has yield strength \ i | 

of over 90,000 psi 

ins ductil F | yet remains ductile at 70°F. below zero 

ft Idi 
S. 2, 8 

oa fl thi e or flame-cutting 

, 7 Ts remarkable steel, U-S‘S Carittoy T-1, offers great 
_ é, promise to those who need a super-strong steel that can | 

~ es be welded, flame-cut or cold-formed. | 
li CarILLoy T-1 is unique. It differs from all other very 

' Pa Me strong steels in important respects: Its yield strength of over 
ce 90,000 psi is not lowered by welding or flame-cutting. In 

en, these operations, no pre-heating or stress-relieving is re- 
: . quired. As a result, CARILLOY T-1 can be readily field welded. 

Usually, welded steels of such high strength level suffer 
a loss of ductility at low temperatures unless elaborate pre- 
cautions are taken in the welding operation. In striking con- 
trast, notched bend weldability tests show that T-1 steel 

og will remain ductile and tough down to the lowest atmos- 
, = P ’ pheric temperatures. As a matter of fact, T-1 steel, after 
> i. — r t flame-cutting, has been bent to a full 90° angle at tempera- 

cy a tures as low as -100°F., without any sign of cracking. 
ae Service tests show that CarmLLoy T-1 is well suited for 

| ee ST extremely abusive service, and the fact that it can be field i 
| rT. welded should greatly lower the difficulties and cost of major 

A repairs. In applications in which tension is the principal 
CO ese stress, thicknesses can often be reduced to one-third of those 
ae a =. — required with ordinary structural steels. | 
ae CarmLoy T-1 steel is another result of United States | = a Steel’s active research program which has enabled manufac- | 

. oo a turers to improve their production methods and make better | 
ill ay products, too. All over the country, trained U. S. Steel engi- | 

il neers and metallurgists are constantly at work on problems | 
° like this, finding better ways to make and use steel. United 

States Steel Corporation, 525 William Penn Place, Pitts- 
100% WELD STRENGTH—Tensile tests on T-Steel speci- burgh 30, Pa. 
mens like these were made to determine the strength 
of the welds. These welds develop the full strength of 
the parent metal. Note that breaks occur outside the 
heat-affected zone, showing that the heat of welding 
has not harmed the strength of the material. No special 
pre-heating or post-heating treatments are required 
beyond those used with ordinary structural steels. ©



At Sperry you can apply your knowledge In All Locations—The way is clear for 

immediately and keep on learning—with steady advancement. You are encouraged 

pay—in research, product development, or to continue your education while you earn. 

field work. Salary increases come as you And liberal employee benefits are pro- 

progress. vided for all. 

Graduate You enjoy the advantages of working with RESEARCH LEADERSHIP... 

the leaders in their fields. You are expected A FORTY-YEAR TRADITION 

to use originality and a fresh approach. . | . 

Every project is a creative challenge to Today Sperry is the recognized leader in 

. the brain-work and the team-work of the developing automatic controls for naviga- 

En ineers I Sperry engineering staff. tion. From Sperry’s work in gyroscopics 

: and electronics have come the Gyro- 
VARIETY OF OPENINGS pilot* flight controller, Zero Reader™ flight 

There are opportunities for aeronautical, director, radar, servomectanisms, com- 

electrical, electronic, mechanical engineers puting mechanisms and communications 

ENJOY GOOD SALARY — physicists — technical writers and field equipment. 

FROM THE FIRST DAY. engineers for applied engineering. Sperry sponsored the development of the 

— ATTRACTIVE LOCATIONS klystron tube—the first practical source of 
microwave energy. From Sperry pioneer- 

GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS . & . * 

INTERESTING CHALLENGES ing has come a complete line of Micro- 

Long Island—In pleasant suburban atmos- line* instruments for precision measure- 

RIGHT AWAY! phere but convenient to New York. Mod- ment in the entire microwave field. 

ern plant. Well equipped laboratories. 

Excellent working facilities. CHECK YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR 

In the Field—There are excellent applied DATES WHEN SPERRY REPRESENTATIVES 

engineering opportunities in various sec- WILL VISIT YOUR SCHOOL...OR WRITE 

tions of the United States and abroad. SPERRY EMPLOYMENT SECTION 1A5. 
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Here a Sperry engineer is using Lt ho _ 
an analog computer to dupli- 4 —-_.- A a» 

cate the flight conditions of 73m A a <“ L. 
a new high-performance jet a Bae) = . j 

bomber being “flown” auto- 5a es ._ | 
matically by the Gyropilot* . = or: = : A. ee 

flight control. He notes the : : 1 } a f ® weal y 

performance of the airplane 4 a 2. | £ . a mn ; 

and checks the automatic pilot ~ a ee , a i us © Woe. 
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P a 
The engineers in the picture are using a very simple Pe Pe ee g P S y simp ye 
looking little instrument called the Surfa-Gage. - ' hq / 

ws z i =a. A Yet it is one of the most important contributions 7 - ¢ L Ls >. 
of the electronic age to quantity production of oe _ 7 
quality products. / i . ar a I = 
For the Surfa-Gage allows production engineers - - / a y = 
to measure the surface of a part to determine _ 4 i 4 o 
the part’s conformance to specified smoothness— : ts “aN ae 
within micro-inches — and thus insure greater _ ¢ Ag V f) fl 
wearing qualities. . om | il : 

We mention the Surfa-Gage here as just one lr “RL OO 4 
example of the continuous General Motors devel- =e 
opments in the field of electronics — from new ou =. 7 | 
airplane bombsights and tank range finders to - = — ah t | 
improved car ignition systems, radios and controls ee. us é 
for many manufacturing processes. 

For we want the soon-to-be-graduated electrical 
engineer to know that he will find as wide a GM POSITIONS | 
latitude for his training at GM as will the 

mechanical or metallurgical engineering student. NOW AVAILABLE IN 

HE $ After all, the development of modern GM prod- THESE FIELDS; 
ucts—of all kinds—requires the development of Mechanical Engi . | 
tools to build those products. And this means a ce efeal E ngineering | 

: : ‘ ri tremendous amount of work in electrical engi- M “il tea Wevaaneeen . 
neering—from the research lab to the production It sial € ngineering 5 ndustrial Engineering line. 

. . , ‘i Chemical Engineering So to the electrical engineer as to engineers in 

the other categories listed at right—we say there 

may well be a job with an interesting future for 
you at GM. Why not ask your College Placement GENERAL MOTORS 
Office to arrange a meeting for you with the GM Personnel Staff 
College Representative the next time he visits Detroit 2, Michigan 
your campus. Or drop us a line. 
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THIS-n-THAT School 
of Industrial 

Management 

awards 
for their Senior 

Year. Seniors 
may apply for a year of 

graduate 
study. 

The School of Industrial 
Management 

at M.LT. has opened j / Co 
its competition 

for the fellowships 
which will be available for Nine awards will be made to students in institutions 

in the 
‘ United 

States and to one in Canada 
Geographic 

distribution 
will 

graduate 
students 

in 1953-1954. 
t : 

be attempted 
in selection 

of students 
to receive 

these awards, 

Recent 
college 

graduates 
majoring 

in science, 
engiseering 

or at those institutions 
accredited 

in Engineering 
by the Engineers’ 

engineering 
administration 

are invited 
to apply. 

Fellowships 
Council 

for Professional 
Development. 

ineinae 
Gull euition 

‘and, cath; stipends: 
up icon 2100" 

for mattied 
These grants will be made effective 

with the school year begin- 
ning in the autumn 

of 1953, and will be paid on a quarter 
or 

Applications 
should 

be filed by March 
1, 1953. Further 

in- semester 
basis to a total of $700.00 

a year in accordance 
with 

formation 
may be obtained 

from Professor 
Thomas 

M. Hill, the accounting 
procedure 

of the institution 
at which the student 

School 
of Industrial 

Management, 
Massachusetts 

Institute 
of Tech- is in residence 

(this indicates 
a full-time 

student 
a the university 

nology, 
Cambridge 

39, Massachusetts. 

or college). 
Money 

for these awards 
has been budgeted 

in a fund 

at National 
Headquarters 

and all disbursements 

will be made 

— directly 
to the school. 

The student 
must maintain 

satisfactory 
Announcoment 

grades to receive the balance of the allotted awards. The De- 
partmental 

Chaisman, 
os faculty 

sponsor, 
should 

check the 

A.S.T.E. 
International 

Education 
Awards 

progress 
reports of the student. 

The American 
Society 

of Tool Engineers 
has increased 

the Eligibility 
number 

and value of its Internatoinal 
Education 

Awards 
for A 3rd-year 

student 
in a four-year 

curriculum; 
a 3rd or 4th 

engineering 
students 

who are interested 
in pursuing 

Tool and year student 
in an undergraduate 

five-year 
curriculum; 

or a 4th 

Production 
Engineering 

as a profession 
These awards 

will be year student 
who will continue 

graduate 
work in the followisg 

made to students 
to aid in their fourth 

(or in some cases, fifth) Sth year; is eligible 
to compete. 

His course 
of studies 

must in- 

year of those curricula 
in which Tool and Production 

Engineer- 
clude those that prepare 

him for future 
work in Tool and Pro- 

ing subjects 
are taught. 

Junior 
Students 

may apply for these duction 
Engineering. 

a
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poe and Supplies | 

acim 
aaa eee ee ince 

——| 
| All Your Courses | 

Three cables in one! ra | | | 
was the solution 

sought, 
for supplying 

oS 
_ : 

power, operational 
control and com- 

eee | 

munication 
to a pumping 

house 414 miles off shore in Lake Okee- i 7 ‘ | 

chobee, 
Florida. 

i 1 

As usual, Okonite 
engineers 

were consulted 
on the problem. 

Their | Ts MV i 

studies 
showed 

that it was possible 
to combine 

a three-fold 
function 

( \ AES igs 

in one cable. This was accomplished 
by the use of Okolite 

high- |) We LL shar] | 

voltage 
insulation 

whose electrical 
characteristics 

permitted 
aie | PS 

= SF ° | 

current 
to be superimposed 

on the power conductors. 
| eS Se 

a 

The result was a single Okonite-insulated 

cable — 
steel-armored 

for a
 

| 

the 414 underwater 
miles, with a non-metallic 

sheath for an addi- | | 

tional 21/, miles underground—which 

supplies 
not only power and | 

operation 
control, 

but a communication 
circuit as well, 

} 

eee 
| e e | 

Tough jobs are the true test of electrical 
cable... 

and |! T e@ University 

Co-op 
| 

@ < installations 
on such jobs usually 

turn out to be Okonite. 
” 

oY 
. . 

ooh ONITES: 
; 1325 University 

Avenue 
| 

ey) 
q 8 insulated 

wires and cables 
| 

7 ee —— 
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Phillips Offer F 9 S\yes=}OOOM Eo CME <0 0 Of | i 

re i a Be ee rN iM the | ee OO Lope a 

AE | 3 ] : Graduate? | 4) @— git MH \ 
co \ 2 j  - <— ioe 

Of the more than 22,000 employ- L { sean Se =r | 
ees of Phillips Petroleum Com- | | a “ee -_— 4 
pany, 2200 are technical graduates be ones a ie = _ Tf’ 
... chemists, physicists, geologists, _ -X . : a. »/ | 

and virtually every classification _. = 4 | ; | : i 
of engineering specialist. Le * : —— s — < 

So versatile is petroleum as a bey ee ——t—“‘_h <i), 
raw material, and so complex are tf > — — : a . 
the processes whereby it is brought : bs) We N —- | PS - a 
from the ground and converted ' a oP YI 4 [| aA hg “a 
into finished products, that its wus 3 AT 4 ae OY 4 
utilization requires technical men : ay & Y gle a? eS FX) 
of the very highest competence in , E “| ‘s. Nie yp 
research, exploration, production, : 7 1 ‘ ANG a refining, chemical manufacturin 1 e Si ea Xa ans . e ig, chemica cturing, ‘f sid Hs a ee and transportation. To the tal- aime we : WA \eNAte ON 
ented technical graduate Phillips ' = ae me > i om 
offers a chance for on-the-job train- B. L a ee ee + \ Cogeie “so 7m 
ing, and assignments of responsi- be = ae. . = a 
bility and importance. eo S a —_ oe : oe 

Phillips has been and stillis pric =F : so - 
marily a producer of motor fuels oo i et. a 
and lubricants. But today’s rapid — —-— Cl ee ge ea 5 
expansion in new fields of petro- oe Po ~) e oe 4 ee F 
chemicals and high polymers offers Poe \ “a UN i Ago ae oS on i 

| unique opportunities for ambitious oe e E/ a. 4 se ae Flr. t— 
engineers and chemists. Be. \ ’ 4 eo a . ay “i 6 oor ae — 

We invite qualified men to write Bec oe . 7 eg ee were a - to our Employee Relations De- ss ‘-_ 3 aN a 
partment for information about es ~~. rN = stem Ea j pe 
opportunities with our company. owe ' rh . aN Lee % see tat c ao be 

ee ~- &<erees 

il Ws) pos ee Ay oe eN z P 
ce LY, “wal & a \ = rf 

OO) i ia (4 

PHILLIPS | —_ owe 6 6ClC! _ | jo ae —) eg 4 4 A \ s 4 4 
PETROLEUM | fe ae iy A 4 3 pf Ye A oo . ' 

COMPANY i BS cll 
Phillips Chemical Company, Loy a ao eH 

a Subsidiary , ‘ _— Se NY : i i a? ‘ -— {oe Pie 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma — ae? é a. _ J fs d i oi 
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Ziunvitation to "Fs | 

N° other company engaged in the manufacture of of all classes. Today, too, GAC is still active in this 

aircraft and plane components offers you such field. 

a wide variety of opportunities as Goodyear Aircraft In lighter-than-air, Goodyear Aircraft is the world’s 

Corporation—for more than 40 years an important largest builder of airships, including the new Navy 

contributor to America’s progress in the air. N-type airship —which is the largest non-rigid air- 

Goodyear pioneered in the use of high strength ship ever built, being nearly twice the size of the 

aluminum alloys in this country, contributing to the K-ships of 1941-45. 

development and applications —and has long since Long the leader in its field, Goodyear Aircraft 

become one of the leaders in light metals, design Corporation is again vitally concerned with defense 
and fabrication. Countless developments, including projects. But we go far beyond anything the past has 

the first pneumatic airplane tire in 1910, airplane produced. Our output now includes complete air- 

wheels, disc type brakes, cross-wind landing gear, ships as well as many aircraft components. We are 

have helped to build aviation’s present position. also active in many other new fields—ranging from 

In World War II, Goodyear Aircraft grew to be one plastics fabrication and design to guided missiles 

of the nation’s largest producers of military aircraft and electronic computers. 

—producers of complete military aircraft and of This wide variety of production, coupled with a 

components for more than a dozen front-line ships desire to build and maintain an outstanding engi- 

neering staff, enables us to issue you this invi- 

tation to grow with Goodyear Aircraft. You'll 
oC CC SS —_l—F=RDEEHDA'-'—~>?(. . find unlimited opportunity for advancement— 

4 | and an assured future—at Goodyear Aircraft. 
a ENGINEERS WANTED | 
1 to investigate the outstanding opportunities . 
| in research, design and development of: | 

i AIRPLANES, AIRSHIPS, PUTERS, GUIDANCE ) 
| HELICOPTERS, GUIDED SYSTEMS, TRANSPAR- ie __. ae __. 

MISSILES, AIRCRAFT ENT ENCLOSURES, _ “P™ SDT 9 Ty eee a 
|| COMPONENTS, WHEELS REINFORCED PLASTICS, Ne a ll Ce 
es ANDBRAKES,GROUND- RADOMES,BONDED @ J ox \ocn\ aw = 

i AIR AND SHIPBOARD SANDWICH STRUC- | & — WN — 
ie RADAR STRUCTURES, TURES and many more. —— \ S ue C 

fi go GOODFSYEAR ' Tee Le tna fer infomation, Tinge cuietron G yy 
' af ‘assured, Address SALARY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT, GOODYEAR 

¥ a AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, Akron 15, Ohio. > 

oo GOODYEAR — The Company With COMPLETE Coverage” | EY RC RA FT 

a of the Aeronautical Field 4 
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Takes a lot to lay a carpet in the jungle 

The scene is “darkest Africa”. and farm, brings the fruits of American makes Worthington, 112 years old, astrong 
But Africa is lightening. Man’s quest technical genius to the strange places of link in the chain of American business. 

for minerals, for new areas for agriculture the world. Worthington Corporation, formerly 
and trade, is slashing ultra-modern, glar- And illustrates, too, how the unique Worthington Pump and Machinery 
ing-white air strips in once impenetrable American talent of diversification helps Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey. 

Those pavers, portable air compressors, Worthington makes many things—not WRiAh ti IMCTAL 
q Caavy eae eee. eee 

pumps and air tools such as you might just construction equipment and pumps, ne tan 
see working a city street—are Worthing- but also engines, water works machinery, ee ee 
ton Blue Brutes going to “lay a carpet” power transmission, petroleum equipment, Cer 

in that hole in the jungle. air conditioning and refrigeration, many | The Sign of Value | 
Thus, Worthington, a major producer _ others. | Arou nd the World | 

of equipment for public works, industry Such diversification builds stability... 

1.14 

me a 6S _. a =a ai ab [hy RY KY } she ies 
NN / eee eel DS 3h ed AUN | eR a lh css 
BLT AIC N.S os —" Fa Raul UK De, So: ere, is Aa 
Bites a en ON a Se Bi a VN wy ae ee Ci ke sie bi aie LS = ines 4 Nea pee y PSAs eh 

Good Water and Sanitation—engines Lower-Cost Manufacturing—pumps Petroleum Products—compressors More Abundant Food —compressors pumps - water tréatment - comminutors compressors - steam turbines - motors engines + pumps « chilling equipment fertilizer mixers + air conditioning Bi compressors « air tale power branumiscion » ale conditioning elrigerstion + decking eysiorte tefigemtion «pumps 
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A completely redesigned and reengineered Viking high Corporal launched from the nose of a German V-2 in a 

altitude rocket, one of a series built by The Glenn L. Mar- two-stage operation has reached about 250 miles. 

i f b: I tin Company for the Naval Research Laboratory, equa! led Vikings are being used by NRL scientists to extend 

the previous single-stage altitude mark of 135.6 miles iewowledge of (1): th hysical state of the earth’s at 
: 5 ° - 

when launched December 15 at the White Sands Proving wrens © Phy state ° s 
mosphere to as great a height as possible, the tempera- 

Ground, Las Cruces, N.M. if 7 ; ey 
tures, pressures, densities and composition being principle 

Shorter by some six feet and of slightly greater dia- objects of study; (2) the fundamental nature and proper- 

meter, with completely new control, fuel and electronics ties of the ionsphere and those processes which lead to its 

systems, Viking No. 9’s most readily distinguishable ex- formation; (3) solar and terrestial radiation and (4) the 

ternal feature was smaller, triangular fins. The power physics of high-energy particles by high-altitude cosmic 

plant, made by Reaction Motors, Inc., was of the same ray studies. This information is expected to be of practi- 

type used on previous Vikings, liquid oxygen and alco- cal benefit in radio communication, meteorology and the 

hol, with a thrust of 20,000 pounds. guided missile program. 

Up to the time of this firing, the altitude record for Photo shows a Viking just after takeoff. White cloud 

single-stage rockets was held by Viking No. 7, which was at right is steam from water in pit under launching stand, 

also launched at White Sands on August 7, 1951. A WAC vaporized by tremendous heat from rocket engine. 

FEBRUARY, 1953 
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Cable Engineering and Design sf 
Cable engineering is concerned with the about 15 kilovolts to 115 volts used in itt 
design and use of wires and cables to individual homes. The higher voltages ee a5) 
direct the flow of electrical energy from are used for the distribution of rela- a 
its source to the point of utilization. It tively large amounts of power from the oo 7 OAL 

| is generally more economical to gener- transformer Stations _to substations : ale 

\ ate electric power in relatively large _ nearer the points of utilization, such as , - al 
ag blocks at strategically located power industrial plants, where it is trans-  . THE 
fe plants and to transmit it over relatively formed to low or utilization voltages, |b 
By long distances than to generate in small _ either alternating or direct current. Ve a 

je quantities where it is used. Large quantities of electric power are 8 yu i 

bee There are, therefore, two general types distributed in this way and the value - TL 
| : of wires and cables used in theelectrical Of the distribution equipment required oo industry: is great. The value of the insulated Le AW 

(a) those used for power transmission, cond ae including those oer . oth oe ws y rh 
usually at voltages above 22 kilovolts, porane Of stationary: installations, Sa Uy i probably exceeds that of any other | meh 
(b) those used for power distribution at single item used in power distribution. a 1 
lower voltages. The design and operation of insulated _ i 

Cables used for power transmission are conductors and distribution systems are 
generally single conductors with no of great public and commercial im- a ti 
insulation. They are supported on in- portance. The primary function of : 4} 
sulators above ground at such separa- insulated cable engineering and design oe i 

a tions or spacings that the air provides is to provide safe, adequate, reliable  . Ab 
aN the required insulation. For power and pleasant appearing distribution sys- : oo | 
i distribution, on the other hand, where tems. Electric power is so extensively 8 a 
ES the space occupied by the power line used in modern life that interruptions = 1 
BA is important, insulated cables are used. to it are serious. The failure of elec- = ace 

es This discussion deals with the design trical power in an industrial plant & aos a oe 
and use of insulated wires and cables throws people out of work and reduces ae 
for power distribution systems. roduction. : — Pp P 
Insulated distribution cables carry The appearance or sightliness of cables : : ! 
power from the transformer stations installed overhead in a community is oy | 
along the transmission lines to its point important and is attained chiefly by a 
of ultimate utilization. The voltages at installing such cables with a small and 
which power is distributed vary from uniform sag from pole to pole. : 

Watch for the appearance of the second advertisement in this series ‘ ‘ 
in a forthcoming issue. Reprints of this advertisement and subsequent _ * ones, relating to the uses of insulated wire and cable, will be sent on — 

request without obligation. Tg 

[ [, a an . Lge ~ rT 

Marple} 7 \ 

ay es PRODUCT OF Kole . 

Ps WO Co 
Lt oe : 

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY 
ELECTRICAL WIRE AND CABLE DEPARTMENT » ROCKEFELLER CENTER, NEW YORK 20, NEW YORK 
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e+e YOU and DETROIT EDISON | 
& j 

BEFORE YOU CHOOSE the place where you’d a | | 
like to work, look ahead. Carefully consider the een § = 

character of the company you'd like to join. 

Ask yourself if it is a progressive concern, led by 

men of energy and vision. Does it provide a wide 

variety of jobs that lead to positions of higher 

trust? Is it a company with a future—one that will It is an aggressive company keeping constant pace 

reward your loyalty, ability and accomplishments with the productive area it serves—a utility which 
with well-defined opportunities for advancement? during the last six years has increased its electric 

Detroit Edison is widely recognized as such a generating capability by 50 per cent—and by 1954 
company. will have doubled its facilities of a decade ago. 

It is an independent electric utility—one of the _ This steady march of progress calls for a con- 
largest in the United States. Detroit Edison is tinued program of expansion . . . it demands able 
owned by 60,000 investors and operated by 11,000 men of many skills to assume new positions of re- 

employes, who serve 3,500,000 people living through- sponsibility in scores of different jobs. 

out the key industrial and agricultural section of There is no limit on your initiative at Detroit 
southeastern Michigan. Edison. You may select your starting job through 

The Detroit Edison Company is a forward looking an orientation program which also allows you to 
enterprise with a half century of progress to mark observe many of the Company’s operations as a 
its present growth. As an example of its fore- background to your successful future. And, once 

sightedness, Detroit Edison engineers are working started, you are encouraged to advance as far as 

with Dow Chemical Company as one of our country’s your ability and energy will carry you. 

four atomic research teams. They are investigating Here indeed is a firm and satisfying foundation 
the use of nuclear heat in thermal electric generat- on which to build your own career—Detroit Edison, 
ing plants... an investigation pointing toward a company that looks ahead for its employes as well 
better ways to provide electric power for the nation. as for the customers it serves. 

REN EAU EU AN a ON ED 
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| @ One of the interesting angles of L&N Field Engi- Back at the office, you talk things over with an- 
neering is that you get into it soon. You’re not rushed other sales engineer, who supervises your work. He 
—you get full training, and what’s more, you’re verifies your ideas about both the controls you dis- | 
trained as an individual, with full recognition of your cussed with customers; suggests you check one of 
present strengths. But, even so, it’s only a few them with the district manager, in case that new 
months before you’re ready for the polishing of field accessory from the home office should be included . . . 
service work, and that in turn swiftly fits you for a And he has a request that you call at an aircraft 
business day something like this: plant tomorrow or the next day. 

You start off with a visit to, say, a bolt-making And so, almost before you know it, you’re on the 
plant. There you gather the instrument-engineering ladder and climbing. This big, long-established firm 
facts about a new heat-treating furnace, and make a is helping you develop your talents as engineer- 
date to bring in your recommendations for tempera- business man, and can use them in your well-paid 
ture-control equipment . . . You didn’t solicit this present and attractive future. Why not make an 
sales call; the firm is an old L&N friend, and you’ve L&N date through your placement bureau? 
been given the responsibility of meeting their present 

and future requirements. ii 

After lunch you’re in another plant, checking in- real 
struments. You find one of the instrument relays ia 
pretty well shot, and promise to bring in and install LEEDS Lael NORTHRUP 
a new one. instruments Weg automatic controls + furnaces 

You’re especially happy about your next stop, - 7 
because they got their first L&N instrument when boston Cleveland tes Aneel secre? 
the manager “bought”? your analysis and recom- cea Hertford Pintsburgh Tusa 
mendation for control of a galvanizing kettle-furnace 
. .. Now, he wants to know how you’d improve the 
control of a malleableizing furnace. Jrl Ad ENT-560(2) 
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Are You Worthy of Registration? 

The first engineers to establish, legally, their professional status were those 

who complied with the Wyoming registration law of 1907. In the ensuing forty- 

three years over half the engineering profession has become registered, according 

to the National Society of Professional Engineers. 

The legal basis for registration is found in a state’s inherent power to protect 

the health and safety of its people. Registration may be required of all engineers 

who’s work entails designs, operations, or processes which have public implications. 

Although the purpose is the safety of the public, other advantages are gained 

by engineers and laymen by registration. A profession is judged by all who use its 

name. Prohibiting the unfit, the incompetent, and the dishonest from assuming the 

legal title of engineer enables the trusted members of the profession to maintain 

high standards and a good name. 

Registration is here to stay. A look at the number of applicants for the Engi- 

neer-in-Training examination compared to those who qualify shows it is far from 

automatically passed. 

ARE YOU THE PERSON FOR THIS PROFESSION? 

ARE YOU WORTHY OF REGISTRATION? 

R.A.L. 

FEBRUARY, 1953 13
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OF 
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by Magne N. Aarnes, m’53 | 

| 

When I studied in Sweden my roommate had a brother, university. He was rather strict, and I think I flunked, 
who was going to school in United States, and from his but with nice words and promises he permitted me to go. _ 
letters we got a broad view of the country and the school After that I had to pass all the doctors examinations _ 
system. Often we found ourselves talking about going to and shots for communicable diseases. 
America for further studies. It took me, however, still a couple of months before I 

After graduation I went back to Norway my native got my ticket and everything was set. 
country, and there I started to investigate how to go about On an extremely rainy day I left my home town and 
it, but it was more easily thought than done. First I went the rather long voyage lay ahead of me. The following 
to the American Consul and got some papers to fill out, day we arrived in New Castle, England, and after going 
and from the Board of Education in Norway, I got a list through the custom office we rattled across the country 
of recommended universities. I studied them thoroughly, to Liverpool. Here we had to stay for four days before 
but one name did not make more sense than another. the ship would embark for Quebec, Canada. On the boat 

One day I met a friend who knew a gtaduate from the from Norway to England, I met a Norwegian from Can- 
University of Wisconsin, who liked it very much, so I ada, who had been home on vacation, and we spent the 
sent my application letter to Wisconsin and before long I time by making trips to London and Glasgow. 
got a nice letter back saying that I had been accepted. The day of departure from England came, and after 

I went back to the consul, but had to wait my turn. A swearing before the American Consul in Liverpool that I 
year or more passed before I got the final word from the had not been a communist, fascist, or nazist, I was per- 
Consul, that I was permitted to go to America. I was re- mitted to go aboard the liner, and shortly after we de- quired to take a language test to prove to the Consul that parted from Liverpool. Some stormy days passed, and my English was satisfactory for admittance to an American (please turn to page 50) 
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Original AC Generator, 1886-89-— This type had a smooth 
armature core, covered with a single layer of wire. It produced 
133 cycles, 1000 volts, single phase. The bearings required fre- 
quent lubrication, being lubricated by drip from the oil reservoirs. 

Man’s discovery and development of electricity as a | 
practical source of labor saving power is a dramatic series 
of events which awes the electrical engineer, who can by 
reason of his training appreciate the essential part that 
each individual contribution played in making the field 

of electrical power what it is today. 

As if guided by an unseen hand, the basic principles of 

electrical engineering were unfolded in a smooth sequence, 

resulting in a steady progress that gained momentum in 
an unbelievably short period of time. 

The pageant began with observations of lodestone and 
amber, and their electrical properties. The magnetic com- | 

pass was a result of early observations and experiment. It 
was in a letter of August 12, 1269, that Peter Peregrinas, 

an Italian, wrote a friend that a lodestone has poles. 

“Know it as a law, that the north part of one stone at- 

tracts the south part of another stone, and the south, 
the north.” This fact is basic in the practical application 
of magnetism in building electric motors. 

Electricity was a novelty, but the accidental discovery 
of storing the electrical charge in a water filled bottle 
carried this novelty across the threshold of science and 
every scientist in the world suddenly became interested. ‘ 

Mlustrations . It was Sir William Watson, an Englishman, who added 
fourtesy Westinghouse foil on the inside and outside of the Leyden Jar about 

1750. Watson was the first to transmit charge by wire. 
. He supposed that electricity might be led away from a 

Leyden Jar. He used a wire two miles long insulated from 
the ground by dry stick supports. Observers on the far 
end were shocked by the jar; Watson termed the shock 
an electrical “commotion.” 
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Another example of early power distribution is found 

in the writings of Dr. Priestley: “The Abbe’ Nollet was 

the first who made experiments upon the phail (Leyden 

. Jar) in France. It seems that in France experiments were 

first made to try how many persons might feel the shock 

of the same phail. The Abbe’ Nollet, whose name is 

famous in electricity, gave it to 180 of the guards, in the 

King’s presence; and at the convent of the Carthusians 

in Paris the whole community formed in a line of over a 

mile by means of iron wires between every two persns and 

the whole community, upon the discharge of the phail, 

gave a sudden spring, at the same instant of time and all 

felt the shock equally.” 

The continued progress of the science of electricity is 

due in part to the men who created the wire which soon 

proved to be the arteries of the electrical world. 

In Nurenberg, during the last half of the 14th century, 

Rudolf discovered a new method of making wire. It had 

previously been hammered to shape. Rudolf made a point- 

ed rod and pulled it through a small hole in a metal plate 

with a pair of pincers, resulting in a circular section. Three 

ae a hundred years later wire was still drawn in the same way 

— and was used primarily in making “cards” for combing 

Cs x cotton or wool fibers before spinning them. 

S 
SS = : The wire was stretched out as it was made, and a special 

KS By ow, factory 200 feet long was constructed for the purpose. 

SS A fie 

1S a = : In America, Ichabod Washburn installed in his textile 

oe. pa 2 a works at Worcester a machine for making wire consisting 

EL hs. — c as of a draw-block and a circular drum in which the wire 

a ae a — was wound. In 1831 the telegraph was born; and in 1834 

BRA ae aa he turned the entire factory over to wire production. 

bat ies fi ae <= Not wire, but a wet string, was the conductor used in a 

NAA. ae Re 4 well remembered experiment by Benjamin Franklin. On 

Pers Nona a a June afternoon in 1752 in Philadelphia, he sent his kite 

bX rN > He ee 4 into storm threatening skies. A pointed wire extended 

af Re 5 4 A Gg ‘ ‘ from the top of the kite to act as a lightning catcher; 

—w S| Sa Sy ey then came the wet kite string, the key, then a ribbon to 

Phe ey ae : s Franklin’s hand. He was sheltered from the rain and 

oe Ao ‘ae DV. . a. stood on dry ground. As he moved his finger near the 

a4 oY NA o ae \ % key, sparks snapped across the gap and he had identified 

2 / > a cae ao lightning with the product of the Leyden Jar, and the 

sug) | AX VA WV belief that lightning was an explosion due to sulphur 

fs ay Oe 7 ay J © a vapors was disproved. 

: Z po ay AAS Alessandro Volta, Professor of Physics at Pavia, found 

ape OG a \ that powerful electrical effect could be produced by a 

: AV - series of pairs of different metals. He then made a large 

Lo i pile of alternate silver and zinc discs separated with brine 

, aT : moistened cloth and published the amazing results of his 

4 
experiments in 1800. The “crown of cups”—jars contain- 

Power Transmission . .. Towers ... High Voltage—High ing dilute sulphuric acid, copper and silver plates and 
voltage lines serve to interconnect systems, transmitting enormous placed in series—constituted the first real battery and for 

Hook of power fom hydreteic plans to Indu oad en he fiat cime a steady supply of current was available 
wires at from 6900 to 22,000 volts. : (please turn to page 39) 
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Eugene Buchholz, m’55 § 

Gonce, John, che ’51, is making a study of plant pro- kee on October 19, 1952. Mr. Fowle also held a Doctor 

cesses for the Ethyl Corporation in Baton Rouge, La. The of Medicine degree. 
. vs . ical 

cba af these studies isito test and find more economica Bardeen, John, e ’28, MS ’29, was given the Stuart Bal- 
methods of plant operation. lantine Medal of the Franklin Institute on October 15, 

Elijah, Leo M., met 51, received his Master of Science 1952. Professor Bardeen was given this honor for his con- 
degree June 195i Mr Elijah is now a Metallurgical tributions to the theory of surface states in semi-conductors > . : : : : . 
Engineer with Canadair Limited of Montreal, Canada. and the invention of the point contact transistor. 

. Wright, J. David, e ’09, a veteran of 43 years in engi- 

Spencer, C. W., met 72, graduated in August, 1992 neering electrical system for industry, retired from the 
with a PhD degree and is now research metallurgist at General Electric Company on October 31, 1952. A native 
Sylvania Electric Products of Bayside, Long Island, New of Baraboo, Wis., Mr. Wright graduated from the Univer- | 
York. sity of Wisconsin in 1909 with a B.S. degree in electrical | 

Melcher, Norwood, met ’40, is a metallurgist in the engineering. He joined General Electric that same year 
. , > . . or and has been with them until his retirement. In 1950 Mr. United States Bureau of Mines, Mineral Division at : .. : | Washington, D. C Wright assumed the position of assistant manager of the | 

gron, has Industry Engineering and Sales Department, the post he | 
Fowle, Frederick F., c 93, died at his home in Milwau- held at the time of his retirement. 
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The Heat-Power Laboratory during the last Engineering Exposition. 

The 1953 Engineering Exposition is on its way! Every been called for yet, but here is a reminder on this point: 

Tuesday night since last December the exposition com- the locations of these student exhibits will be on a first 

mittee, led by Tom Haas and Ken Schneck, co-chairman, come, first served basis. They will be distributed through- 

has held meetings in the M.E. building. They have dis- out the College of Engineering buildings, not including 

cussed plans and ideas, and tried to iron out the snags the MLE. building. This has been reserved for industrial 

that crop up in an undertaking of this size. Here are the exhibits, because of its power facilities. 

major results of the committee’s work, up to this writing: To make the exposition profitable for student exhibi- 

Over ninty-five letters have been sent out to industrial tors, $100 in prizes—$50 for both individual and non- 

firms all over the United States. They explained the ex- Polygon organization exhibits—has been appropriated by 

position offers the opportunity to exhibit or demonstrate the exposition committee. Polygon Board will also award 

any product or apparatus which shows application of en- trophies to the individual winners and the groups they 

gineering. State and local organizations who have already represent, but exact details have not yet been worked out. 

requested space for exhibits include the Johnson Service Part of the scheduled program for the exposition, to 

Company, the Heil Company, the Wisconsin Motor Cor- be carried out in conjunction with the exhibits, calls for 

poration, all of Milwaukee; Research Products Company, an official opening on Friday, April 10, and a special 

Madison; Waukesha Motors, Waukesha; and West Bend welcome, on Saturday, for interested high school seniors. 

Aluminum, West Bend. The College of Engineering Exposition is shaping up; 
All of the Polygon member organizations are working it is a wonderful opportunity for every engineer to gain 

on ideas for exhibits they will construct. Commitments valuable practical experience, to show his abilities and 

from individual students and other organizations haven’t ideas, and to help make it a success. 
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C New gas turbine. 

MORE GAS FOR CONSUMERS When the remaining units are in 

The gas turbine, one of the most operation within the next year, flow 

versatile new sources of power for of gas through the lines will be in- 

industry, is now being used. success- creased about 300 million cubic feet 

fully to pump natural gas through per day. 

pipelines. The new gas turbines will oper- 

The first of twenty-eight 5000- ate centrifugal pumps to obtain this | 
horsepower General Electric gas increase in capacity. The El Paso 

turbines for the El Paso gas trans- system is now using stations with 

mission system between West Texas reciprocating pumps at about 100- 

and California has been placed in mile intervals along the line. The 

operation at Cornudas, Texas. use of these units will continue. 7 
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The gas turbine stations are being WEATHER PEN FLY-ASH CONCRETE 

inserted at about 30-mile intervals A pen that writes the weather has Fly-ash is a waste product of steam 

between existing reciprocating sta- proved an accurate means of detect- power stations, collected by the op- 

tions to boost the average pressure ing atmospheric changes for Gen- erators in large quantities and at 

and the flow of gas. eral Electric Company scientists considerable expense, to keep it 

The operating cost of the new here. from being blown over the country- 

stations is expected to be less than The device puts down on paper side from stacks of their plants. 

the cost of present reciprocating weather changes ranging from dis- Since the greatest quantities are col- 

stations, principally because the tant summer showers to unrushing lected in the densely populated 

new stations will require less man- thunderstorms. areas, where the need for highways 

power for operation and mainte- With the aid of a radioactive is greatest, finding a market for 

nance. point on a slender shaft mounted fly-ash in highway construction 

Sites of the new stations are in atop the G-E Research Laboratory, would eliminate the transportation 

the desert where water is a precious scientists are gauging the electrical problem that has limited its use 

commodity. Gas turbines are well- activity generated by weather in large dams, most of which are 

suited to such locations because changes as slight as shifting winds. situated far from large centers of 

they require little water and few op- Electric current, collecting on the population. 

erating personnel. radioactive point from high poten- 

The gas turbines are being in- tial developed between earth and By preventing the release of free 

staled as part of the expansion pro- atmosphere, is measured by an ex- lime, effervescence on the surface 

gram of the El Paso Natural Gas tremely sensitive photoelectric re- of the concrete is reduced material- 

Company. corder located in the laboratory’s ly. Also, fines of the fly-ash fill 

Nine of the units are already be- penthouse weather station. practically all the voids in the sand; 

ing installed and some are already The tiny stylus of the apparatus therefore a dense mixture or mass 

in operation. All the gas turbines moves left when negative charges is produced with low permeability, 

are expected to be in operation grow on the antenna outside. Posi- good workability, and with a general 

before the end of 1953. tive charges move the pen to the reduction in the water-cement ra- 

right. Dead center is zero poten- tio. There is a low heat of hydra- 

e tial on the paper chart moving tion when fly-ash is used in con- 

steadily past the red-writing stylus. crete mixtures, which is an impor- 

NEW PERIODIC CHART With clear skies overhead, small tant factor in mass concrete opera- 

A new periodic chart of the chem- deflections of the delicate instru- tions. 

ical elements, listing some of the ment correlate well with the out- 

latest data about them, has been break of showers within a radius, of Test cylinders were made and 

issued by the General Electric Com- 450 miles. broken after 7, 28, 60, 90, 180, 270 

pany, according to a recent an- On clear days the pen stays close and 360 days. Plotted results from 

nouncement. to the center line of the chart. But these tests indicate that the plain 

All 98 elements known to date, radium-impregnated gold foil on concrete had a_ higher initial 

including berkelium and californi- the antenna has made it so sensitive strength; the plain and fly-ash con- 

um, which were produced at the the pen seldom remains at rest. crete had about the same strength 

University of California in 1950, When thunderstorms move into at a point some place between 100 

are shown, with the chemical sym- the area, the pen springs to life. and 110 days. After that time the 

bols and atomic weights. The lat- The approach of a storm consis- fly-ash concrete had greater aver- 

ter are taken from the 1952 official tently builds up a negative charge, age strength—about 600 psi above 

list published by the American sending the thin red line far to the the plain air entrained concrete. 

Chemical Society. left on the ruled paper. (please turn to page 46) 
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DeLaval Steam Turbine Company 

by E. C. Condict, Pump Engineer 

Liquids in a centrifugal pump will flash into vapor when of the liquid being pumped. This pressure is the vapor 
the capacity being pumped is too low. Knowing when this pressure corresponding to the temperature to which the 
will happen and how to prevent it means every operator liquid may be raised before it will flash. 
can avoid this trouble. Once the allowable temperature rise has been estab- 

Heat is generated whenever work is done. The work lished the minimum safe continuous flow can be calcu- 
used by a pump to increase the pressure of the liquid lated by the formula: 
makes it heat up. When the capacity is large enough to TDH x 100 
carry off most of this heat, the temperature of the liquid (a) n = ———_____ 
passing through the pump will rise only a few degrees. 778 t +- TDH 
The heat is not carried away fast enough at small flows, n is the pump efficiency expressed as a percentage, TDH 
causing the temperature of the liquid to rise and flash the total dynamic head in feet and “t” the allowable tem- 
into vapor. perature rise expressed in °F. The capacity corresponding 

The smallest flow at which a centrifugal pump can be to this efficiency is found on the pump characteristic | 
safely operated is called the minimum continuous safe curves. 

flow. If the pump is run continuosly at less than this The next problem is to select the correct TDH. At no 
amount, the liquid in the pump will flash. flow the TDH is called shut-off pressure or SOP. The 

The amount the temperature of the fluid can rise be- head of a normal centrifugal pump rises constantly to the 
fore flashing is known as the allowable temperature rise. SOP. Therefore, if the SOP of a pump is substituted for 
Suction conditions determine NPSH (Net Positive Suction TDH in formula (a), any error in calculating the effi- 
Head) expressed in feet of the liquid being pumped meas- ciency will be on the safe side. Substituting SOP for TDH | 
ured at the centerline of the pump. NPSH is the net head in formula (a) gives: 
above the vapor pressure corresponding to the tempera- SOP x 100 
ture of the liquid being handled. (b) » = ——————___. 

The allowable temperature rise is found by converting 778 x t + SOP 
the feet of available NPSH into PSI. Then add this PSI Curve “b” was developed to eliminate calculations for 
to the vapor pressure corresponding to the temperature centrifugal pumps handling hot water by solving the prob- 
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lem graphically. Similar curves may be made for any li- Curve “B” may also be used to determine the NPSH 

quid. The temperature rise—pump efficiency curves on the required for a new installation. Assume that a pump is to 

right side may be used for any liquid. Only the tempera- be installed for handling 275°F water. It is desirable to 

ture rise curves on the left need be changed for other have a 15°F. allowable temperature rise. This gives a safe 

liquids. margin for possible surges in the suction heater. The tem- 

Let’s for example, take the pump whose characteristics perature rise portion of Curve “B” shows that 30’ NPSH 

are shown in curve “A”. The SOP is 3200 ft. Determine will be required. This means that the heater must be 

the minimum continuous safe flow when handling 220°F. placed high enough above the centerline of the pump 

water with 19’ NPSH. Curve “B” shows that the allow- so that after friction and entrance losses have been sub- 

able temperature rise is 20°F. and the efficiency corres- tracted from the static elevation, there is available 30’ of 

ponding to the minimum continuous safe flow is 17%. liquid head over and above the vapor pressure. 
CAD 2 ‘ CG 

Curve “A” shows the capackty, corresponding to 17% to When liquids other than water are being handled it 

be 47 GPM. Thus the minimum safe continuous flow Ege would be necessary to draw temperature rise curves based 

oo. characteristics are shown on curve “A upon the characteristics of the liquid being handled. 
is 3 

How can the pump whose characteristics are shown in Temperature rise curves for a pump may be calculated 
Curve “B” be protected from flashing? Install a by-pass by means of the temperature rise-pump efficiency curve 

. «py . os: 

line having a suitable orifice from the discharge of the portion of Curve B - Take a given pump efficiency and 

pump back to the suction heater. The size of the orifice is from the characteristic cusve select he corresponding 

such that it will pass the minimum continuous safe flow. head. For example, at 60 7 efficiency ¢ € pump whose 

This by-pass line cannot go back to the suction of the characteristics are shown On Curve “A has a TDH of 

pump, as the same fluid would be handled over and over 3000 feet. The corresponding temperature rise from Curve 

again, causing the temperature to rise until the liquid B” is 2.3°F. 

would flash. For mechanical reasons, such as unequal expansion of 

There are two fundamental ways of taking care of the Pump parts, it is desirable to limit the temperature rise. A 
: 5 op: 

by-pass flow. One way is to keep the by-pass open at all maximum temperature rise not exceeding 30°F. is a good 

times. In this case the rated capacity of the pump must be Practice. However, it is advisable to consult the pump 

the rated capacity of the system plus the minimum contin- manufacturer. Some materials cannot be operated above a 

uous safe flow. The second method is to use some flow ceftain temperature regardless of the allowable tempera- 

regulating device. When the pump capacity decreases and ture rise. . 

approaches the minimum continuous safe flow, a valve in Knowing when and how to protect a centrifugal pump 

the by-pass line is opened. When the flow is above the min- from overheating is very important. Curve “B” or modifi- 

imum the valve is closed. This may be done either man- cations of it suitable for the liquid being handled lets an 

ually or automatically. operator know how to protect his pump from flashing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION II. CATERPILLAR TRACTOR PROGRAM 

Some of the industries which employ graduate engi- The Caterpillar Tractor Company, located at Peoria, 

neers have instituted summer training programs for un- Illinois, recently initiated a summer training program for 

dergraduate engineering students. These training programs engineering undergraduates particularly interested in pro- 

differ from regular summer employment in that the duction. Although this program is new, the company has a 

work is specifically chosen so that the experience will be well established training school whose staff, facilities, and 

useful in postgraduate engineering work. Usually the experience are used in conducting the training. As stated 

student is given various job assignments during the period by the company in their information for prospective 

to let him gain broader knowledge than is possible when trainees, “The objective of this training program is to 

working at only one job. In some cases the student works provide selected engineering of science students the op- 

at only one job but the work is of a nature that gives portunity of gaining work experience and technical knowl- 

better-than-normal opportunity to learn about the activity edge in the production phase of heavy manufacturing. 

involved. Probably no two companies have exactly the While participation on the part of any student does not 

same system. Some programs involve formal classroom commit him to join Caterpillar Tractor Company after 

work and a guided schedule while others are strictly on- graduation, this experience may lead to a career with the 
the-job training with initiative for training left to the Company. The training program consists of three major 

immediate supervisor. Some of the work is of an engineer- work periods—two of which are offered while the student 

ing nature, such as design or research, while some work is is an undergraduate. To qualify for training, one should 

not of an engineering nature but does involve subjects be a second semester sophomore enrolled in an accredited 
with which the company feels their engineers should be college or university. Scholastic achievement and extra- 
better acquainted. curricular activities are considered, personal characteris- 

The purpose of this article is to better inform under- tics are carefully weighed, as are other factors incluencing 
graduates about summer training programs through a__ likelihood of success in the Company.” 
detailed account of one company’s training program and The program last summer consisted of both shop work 
to analyze summer training programs in general from the and classroom training. The original plan called for ten 
viewpoint of the student. weeks of shop work and two weeks of classroom work 
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while the plant was closed for the annual summer vaca- enced the same situations as the regular production work- 

tion. This plan had to be altered due to the steel short- ers. All machine set-ups were made by the trainees working 

age caused by the steel strike so that about four weeks . from the blueprint for the piece. Some machines re- 

were spent in the classroom. quired frequent set-ups while others did not. 

Approximately 25 engineering students, representin: , oe : ays 

PPro y £9 engin 8 ue) BEE S Welding was taught by the training staff in the building 
many midwestern universities, took part in the program. 3 f 5 co, 

‘dh : where the major portion of the plant’s fabrication is done. 
The training schedule was flexible enough that students . 3 : } 

. ; Most of the time was devoted to electric arc welding since 

could choose their own dates for arrival and departure. 1 = ; 
this is the type most used by the company. Limited in- 

Those who had to attend ROTC summer camps were ex- ‘ 5 . : 
. . struction was also given in oxy-acetylene welding, oxy- 

cused for the necessary length of time. All training was . ‘ ques 
; oe . ? as acetylene cutting, and brazing. The facilities used were 

conducted at the Peoria, Illinois plant which has facilities . 5 5 
. . - those provided for the two year welding-apprentice 

for most methods of metal processing with the exception 5 : 
f . : . trainees. It was not necessary for the trainee to have had 

of forging. Trainees were paid by the hour, with a bonus . Sac B : ‘ . 
: . ’ . previous welding instruction. The course did not conflict 

for night shift work. Each trainee spent from five to . . ga ya 
. . . 5 . much with that taught at the university since most of the 

seven weeks on night shift. Lodging was obtained and paid * . : 
. time was spent in actual practice and observation rather 

for by the trainees. ‘ ‘ 
2 a than in study of theory. Movies and lectures were used to 

Regular education and training department staff mem- : ; 5 
° ; : acquaint the student with welding technique and terms. 

bers instructed and supervised the trainees, even at pro- : . 3 
. . . About one week was spent in the training booths practic- 

duction stations. Most of these instructors were graduates. : : . 
. . ing welding under the instruction of one of the regular 

of the four year apprenticeship program at the plant. All : ; . 
; . q . welding apprentice teachers. Another week was spent in 

had had working experience with the subjects they taught; : : . 2 ; ‘ 
. . j 3 observing production welding to acqaint the trainee with 

and all had been well trained in the techniques of instruc- : ; : ; 
- . . . . . . . tacking techniques, the use of welding fixtures, and pro- 

tion, in leading group discussions, and in working with . z A 
. ae duction welding problems and methods. Each trainee was 

people. They encouraged questions and were willing to : : 5 
‘ : ‘ assigned to observe a single production welder for a total 

obtain answers to questions they couldn’t answer them- . 
1 of perhaps eight hours and then moved to another obser- 

selves. : : Z ‘ “ . ee 
‘ a ais vation station involving a different welding situation. 

Physical training facilities were excellent. Classes were i . f 
. Usually the production welder permitted the trainee to 

small, and much use was made of movies, demonstra- wa : . . 
. . oo, 5 do a limited amount of welding with guidance. 

tions, and models. There was very little conflict in subject 

matter with that studied at the university as most of the Both the course in production planning and the course 

material involved practical applications rather than basic in hydraulics as applied to machine tools were parts of 

theory. The shop work was done on actual production regular courses in the company’s four year machinist ap- 

machinery. The plant contains most types of modern pro- prentice program. Therefore, models, movies, and dem- 

duction machinery and uses the latest techniques. onstration materials were available. The two courses were 

: , EH ‘ studied simultaneously for a period of two weeks by di- 

The program varried with the individual trainees, but a us P . . : y 
typical ight have b viding the group into two sections which studied each 

a ical program mi ave been: _ 
YP i 8 Pf & ke course for half of the day. Thus classes were ‘limited to 

Radial Drill 3 weeks about 12 members. 
Welding 2 weeks 
Milling Machine 3 weeks The production planning couse was a study of the or- 

Production Planning 1 week ganization and function of the company’s production plan- 

Hydraulics Applied to Machine Tools 1 week nnig department. A few subjects studied were processing, 

Foundry Technology 1 week plant layout, and time study. Understanding of the lecture 

Machine Shop Classes and Tours 1 week material was aided through the use of typical problems 

—_— facing some of the sections in the department. The lec- 

12 weeks tures were followed first with the application and then 

. . with a discussion. Blueprints of typical parts were dis- 

As stated above, sErwas originally planned fe We cheat tributed and the trainees were asked to choose a sequence 

of the time spent in the shop, but this had to be altered of machining operations, specifying the types of machines 

because of the steel shortage. Some of the trainees who 14 be used. The various possibilities were then discussed. 

would only have one summer of training before gradua- Tin, study training films were shown and the group 

tion were assigned to turret lathes for several weeks. The rated the efforts of people in the movies after having 

program represents the first of two summers. . been shown the company’s idea of normal effort. Ratings 

The radial drills and milling machines on which the were then compared to illustrate the problem facing time- 

trainees worked were located in the building where the study men. The trainees were supplied the necessary ~ 

companys diesel engines are manufactured. The work equipment and then given an opportunity to make a time 

was all production work, and the training was given on the study of machining operation. Plant layout was studied 

job. The machines were located throughout the building through a problem which had the group, now divided 

so that the trainees weren’t an isolated group but experi- (please turn to page 56) 
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atts) Many of the final details in connec- legislature and to work actively for 
tion with the meeting were worked the passage of this measure. 
out at the Jan. 22 session. e 

The board reviewed chapter plans We are pleased to welcome the 
SECRETARY’S OFFICE for the recognition of Engineers following into. the Society: . 
201 Kensington Drive week on February 22 to 28. Most MEMBERS 

Ww. G. ae chapters plan active participation in Thomas J. Makal, Sales Engi- 
this event. neer, Bark River Culvert and Equip- 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE The sum of $80 was approved for ment Company, Milwaukee. . 
cei Math alate sero use by the university cooperating Joseph R. Koenig, Engineer, 
F. L. Carlson, LaCrosse committee in making a mail survey Dairyland . Power Cooperative, La 

iE £ See et oT i waukee of recent engineering school grad- Crosse, Wis. . . a 
A. O. Ayres, Eau Claire uates. Graduates would be requested Durward L. Lindquist, Building | 
Be Seer ee tender to fill out questionnaires regarding oe Lindquist, Inc., 
B. W. Johnson, Madison university curriculum. enasha, Wis. ' 

WSPE OFFICERS Details of a proposed intensive Dean B. Eckstrom, Owner ae | 
R. C. Clark, President membership campaign on a state Operator, Dean B. Hckattom eee | EigeG i Ua ViePogitent ide bast outlined by the Fox Conetttion Firm, Superior, Wis, 
F. T. Agthe, Past President - River Valley chapter was approved wll ene En een. an Woucen 
Ue sounedulst, pecrelary by the board. The plan calls for a Kenosha, Whe ‘ > 

rm S Blakey, Director . thorough follow up of Prospective Edgar J. Van Deusen, Industrial  O. Hoganson, Director members on the new lists of regis- i : : B. C. Lueders, Director Power Engineer, Wisconsin Power 
Georee A. Sievers, Director frants. . . and Light Company, Madison. 
arold.C..Trester; Director A resolution of the Fox River Ceaser A. Stravinski, Associate NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES Valley chapter calling the atten- Public Health Engineer, Wisconsin 

George W. Martin on of the board toranewanterpre: State Board of Health, Madison. eens tation of the registration act was John G. Morris, Public Health 
[eee presented. The matter was turned Engineer, Milwaukee Health De- 

With the over to a special committee for partment, Milwaukee. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS early action. Fichard A. Schultz, Assistant 
© Engineers Week The resignation of Mr. R. L. Hun- Chief Engineer, General Telephone 
© University Cooperating gerford, chairman of the legisla- Company of Wisconsin, Madison. 

Committee tive committee was accepted with AFFILIATE MEMBERS wo 
® Chapter Membership Program regret. Mr. Hungerford stated that Albert R. March, Civil Engineer, 
® Registration Act Violations his Present work makes it impossible Fluor Brothers Construction Co., 
© Legislation Committee for him to carry on this activity. The Oshkosh. 

board appointed Mr. E. J. Kalle- Lawrence S. Krueger, Plant en- 
The January meeting of the Board vang as chairman to fill out the un- gineer, Pelton Steel Casting Com- 

of Directors was held in Milwaukee expired term. Mr. Kallevang was in- pany, Milwaukee. 
on January 22, in connection with structed by the board to appear at Robert P. Fuller, Engineer, City 
the annual meeting with brief ses- the legislative hearings on the sur- Water Department, City of Madi- 
sions being held on Jan. 23 and 24. veyors registration act now in the son. 
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Mrs. W. Tucker; Mrs. R. N. Hopwood; Mrs. E. P. Hansen; Mrs. H. L. 
Stark; Mrs. L. T. Rosenberg; Mrs. Harry Gute, chairman; Mrs. H. S. 
Fullwood. 

Much of the success of the tenth annual meeting was In addition to the necessary work of the annual meet- 

due to the efforts of the hard working ladies committee ing the members were privileged to hear an outstanding 

pictured above. There is a strong suspicion that the special talk by Frank P. Zeidler, mayor of Milwaukee; obtained 

invitation issued to the wives of the WSPE members a first hand report by George Sievers on the professional 

brought many of the members to Milwaukee. and industrial leadership in post war Europe, heard Mr. 

On the lighter side of the meeting, mention must be Robert Garnier, classification examiner for the city of 

made of the native Bavarian dancers at Thursday night’s Milwaukee explain the establishment of pay ranges for 

get-together, the safari in Africa lecture, the excellent engineering positions and heard Mr. Carl Taylor, presi- 

banquet oh Friday evening when Professor Oakes and dent of the Waukesha State Bank, speak on “America 

his Goofy Gadgets and Larkin, the Magician Extraordi- Tomorrow.” 

nary with his able assistant Mrs. John Blakey. (please turn to page 66) 
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June 26, 1950, a bright warm day, dawned as a mile- propeller blast. If it were on center, force of water 

stone in the history of motor-boat racing. That day, Slo- would bend it out of shape. 

MO-Shun IV set a new world’s record for the measured * Acceleration from 45 to 125 miles per hour in 26 sec- 

mile for unlimited class hydroplanes at 160.3235 miles onds. Reaches 160 miles per hour after run of one mile. 

per hour. Everyone except the owner, Stan Sayres, the Since 1927, Stan Sayres has known the sheer thrill of 

designer, Ted Jones, and the builder, Anchor Jensen speed on water, but it was not until 1948, when Ted Jones 

were quite startled by such speed on water. convinced him that he could build a winning boat, that he 

To the technically minded person, the specifications entered into the racing picture completely. 

of the Slo-MO-Shun IV will help explain its perfor- Actually, it was back in 1940 that Jones felt he could 

mance: design a Gold Cup winner. It’s been said that he literally 

*Length, 28 ft.; Width at sponsons (sort of outrig- eats and sleeps his hobby, because he frequently jots down 

gers), 11 ft. 4 in. notes on designing boats in the middle of the night or 

* Stepped up 3 to 1 gear hooked directly to engine. while eating. All his knowledge came from trial - and - er- 

Thus, when engine is turning 3,700 rpm, the propel- ror, as there were no textbooks on the subject. Jones, a 

ler is turning 11,100 rpm. Boeing Aircraft engineer, has used his experience and 
* Weight, complete with gas and oil, 4387 pounds. some aircraft principles in designing the Slo-MO-Shun. 

Ratio is 2.4 pounds per hp. By comparison, a mod- The third member of the boat trio is Anchor Jensen, 

ern car weighs from 31 to 36 pounds per hp. owner of the Jensen Motor Boat Company, Seattle, 

* Motor is standard Allison aircraft engine rated at Washington. This preoccupied Scandinavian has the 

1,800 horsepower. reputation in boat-building circles of “never asking an 
* At high speed, the boat rides on only four square employee to do anything that he couldn’t do himself-— 

inches of the inner runner of each sponson, and only and probably better and faster at that.” 

half of the two-bladed 14-inch propeller is submerged. Although Sayres drove the “IV” to the’ record on 

The rudder is offset 7 inches to the right of the boat’s June 26, 1950, the real driver of the Slo-MO Shuns is 

centerline to keep it out of the terrific force of the Lou Fageol, considered by Sayres as the “greatest driver 
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Slo-MO-Shun IV kicking up a rooster-tail spray during a high-speed trial. 

of them all.” Fageol, president of the Twin Coach Com- . 

pany of Toledo, Ohio, drove the “IV” to victory in the 

1950 Harmsworth race and the “V” in the 1951 Gold 

Cup race at Detroit. Also in 1951, the Slo-MO-Shun 

V won the Seattle Seafair Trophy race with an average 

speed of 107.050 miles per hour. 
The Slo-MO-Shuns are constructed of custom-made 

mahogany and plywood with strips laid at a unique 45-de- 

gree angle on the final panels of plywood. The Elliot 

Bay Mill Company in Seattle did the custom work and 

. Uae ue | - E | i ‘= used Monsanto’s PF4D Phenolic resin glue for the ex- 

Po : Aw 4 as co terior plywood. A unique point about the boats is the 

oY bap pe we . fact that they don’t have to be lifted from the water be- 
as ae = a tween heats to keep them from filling with water, as 

i ay / ere “ar * most of the expensive speedsters do. Because of their 

— “wow” a fine craftsmanship, the boats require little more care 
4 [ewe LS , = than the average motor boat, and are expected to last 

ial (2. fC Lo Pera quite some time. Since they have never been run at full 

Dae | +> — oo 4 fe oma throttle, their records ought to stand for quite a while 

wer a too. 
[ a ~ —— Of course, the Eastern racing people have made strong 

" ™ ReSLeeRe en OEnUOES efforts to buy the boats and take them back East, but 

TED JONES, designer Sayres has no intention of parting with his beauties—— 

STAN et PAGEOE, driver “It’s too fitch fun,” he says. — 

‘ Rej; Material for this article was obtained from Monsanto Magazine, 

June 1952, with pictures and permission from “The Monsanto Chem- 
ical Company,” St. Louis 4, Missouri. 
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by James Collins, e’53 

The recording and reproduction of sound are limitless es eeu : Eee ar a a ; 

subjects. Information and material, received too late for : eo  . en RT 

publication in the January 1953 issue of The Wisconsin eee S ; 
Engineer makes possible further pursuit of this subject. go hs . 

The lateral disc recording method is not a “has been” in ~ ‘s * ‘i 

the recording and reproduction industry because of the : Q iN Sie ) 

new designs and developments in long playing recordings. . (gb sagem 7," nee allt 
The Radio Corporation of America has developed the 45 Seas iy Ze SELECTOR BLADE Wh: ii 
rpm disc and they have produced their own playback unit Sag Sa Pam EEL eh (Qn be fu ai wil 

which utilizes entirely different ideas from the familiar eal | \ ) . All y=) 78 rpm. players and discs. : («( i y “J t ))) | 

This long playing disc and record player are interesting \\ "Up 
from an engineering point of view. The above illustration : “SS 

with cutaway views shows this player. In the top sketch, . 

the mechanism is shown in a position halfway through the aaa eee 
record-changing cycle. The selector blades have emerged —_ a) 

into position under the record stack, while the support spine = SN 

shelves have receded into the spindle. In action, the selec- : Zi, SE 

tor blades and the support shelves operate simultaneously. Yilff Be SEESORT SRRLE SFRIRG 

The selector blades move into the air space between the ew, c\ 
bottom record and the rest of the record stack, while the : bpescrlece ene Mik il) | 
support shelves recede, allowing the bottom record to a : SELECTOR SLADE pe me ™ 
drop to the turntable. The tone arm, as shown in the aes ny = | ee snetr | HN é 

sketch, has been moved up and away from the turntable sen ue ‘inion iN ~~ = ni AM me ae x VIE 
to permit passage of the dropping record. In the bottom ay) le “P \\ : a 
sketch, the changer is seen in playing position. The sup- a (( : (=f \ } \ Sen) ale: 
port shelves are supporting the record stack, and the selec- : a 4 J y iRart Utena 

tor blades are recessed within the center spindle. The ro- Oe) See as ee en A YY : 

tation of the shaft attached to the drive gear causes the . 9 SMMMAY WIEWS oF aca wcvow’s new 4s-nrw neconn cuanacn ' 
drive pinions to move the selector blades and support Tilustestion. 1, 
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Figt a {pee Purp a Lee quality in reproduction. The record players and changers 
: SS ae are So 2 =a for this system are generally the same as those of the 78 

soe re eta oe rpm. standard except for the speed change and lighter 

EN = att needle or stylus pressures that are employed. 
: oes cok | j oe To determine whether one or the other of these two 

: ee a) i LL relatively new types of disc recordings was more desirable 

eS Pee cog | Po than the other would be of no avail, because each has 

5 PES eal | So S eas its own desirable characteristics that balance one another. 

meee A solution to the problem is the three speed ‘record 

changer developed to handle all types of discs. The player 

as attachment can be connected to any amplifier or sound 

nf 7a real Dee. system, can also be connected to play through virtually 

ae ned i — Pany radio or television receiver. The attachment is housed 

: | | ark Oo oe | een in a compact cabinet complete with a plug-in phone-jack 

pee ee at | ae 2 aa cable, and measuring only 8 inches in height. 

| | a. eon Housed in an attractive luggage-type leatherette carry- 

he oe ee e ee 2 ing case is the new RCA Victor portable all-speed phono- 

- ee v8 Boece graph. Featuring its own built-in eight inch speaker and 

\ cy isha Nees re eee its own amplifying system, the new phonograph (Model 

— oe : 2ES38) can be carried conveniently and plugs into an A-C 

Mlustrations courtesy power outlet. 
Uagversity Loudspeakers, Inc., and Engineered for quick adjustment to 45, 78, or 33 1/3 

rpm playing speed, both of these instruments feature a 

novel slip-on spindle which houses the 45 rpm. record- 

shelves as described. The rotation of the drive-gear shaft changing mechanism and merely slips over the instru- 

is controlled by the main cam of the mechanism. ment’s permanent 78 and 33 1/3 rpm. spindle. 

Above area series of photos which illustrate the opera- Stereophonic Sound 

tion of this RCA Victor 45 rpm changer. As these cutaway Thar extra dimensional effect added to the recorded 
views show, the: label area is thicker than the playing sut- event is known to be produced by the stereophonic sound 
face and the center rim. This unique design provides the method. Suppose, for example, we wish to record an ot- 

Pecords: With PEQEECTINE air spaces between the playing chestral production that is playing in a large auditorium 
surfaces and air channels between the label areas for the 1, 4 full audience. If recorded bythe: seezeophonie: meth: 
passage of the changer blades. With this unprecedented od, and if upon playback of this event, you could actually 

safety feature, the selector blades do not touch the records feel that you were sitting in that huge auditorium and en- 

during the record changing cycle. joying the production or concert with the sense of depth, 

Figure 1: The records are supported on the spindle by solidity, and the richness of tone and quality, then true 

two protruding support shelves. Note that  yealism has been achieved. In order to illustrate and pre- 

shelves do not extend beyond depressed cen- sent a clear picture of this important “third dimensional 
ter rim. sound” the above diagram has been prepared. 

Figure 2: The changing cycle begins. The shelves re- 

cede within the spindle, while two selector 
blades (arrow) emerge into airspace between yee: Hfals s 

two ‘shania secails ° ous *P889 TEREOPHONIC SOUN O eeepiabetias 

Figure 3: The blades are fully extended. The shelves — 

have disappeared within the spindle. The Ne ae gL ee 

bottom record, no longer supported, drops ie nlose | wrest aS | 

gently to the turntable, in playing position. 3 of! 7 soma 

The record stack is held by the selector : - 

blades. 

Figure 4: The shelves have emerged once more to take . 

over the holding job from the selector ’ 

blades, which have receded within the spin- Paeeeered (aes _ 

dle. The dropped record is in place on the | Py a pees 

turntable, ready to play. ae al . Smt ae 

The Columbia Broadcasting System uses the 33 1/3 rpm Ff : 

lateral disc recording method which is similar to the 78 < r Yh 

rpm standard, except for the use of microgrooves and new . 

disc materials. These two factors combined create superior ‘pleasent eae 58) 
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Mervin Snodgrass has been The Heating alue 

kicked out of some of the best 

engineering schools in the nation. 

He transferred to U.W. from Car- ot 
pet Tech where he just completed 

two years of electives. His major 

this semester is sewerage engineer- atura as 
ing which is evident from the ma- 

terial he submits for publication. 
NE by 

THE HEATING VALUE OF Mervin Snodgras 
NATURAL GAS 

School of Fundamental the absence of the instructor, there gas except that it is combusible and, 
Engineering Finagling was considerable debate as to at times, even explosive. 

University of Wisconsin whether or not the gas meter should 3. A more satisfactory method of 
Course: FE 507 give negative readings. One of the finding the heating value of natural 

Instructor: Professor Shaftus more brilliant experimenters con- gas is to call the gas company. 
Object: It appears that the object cluded that the hoses were reversed; Data: Only one copy of the data 
of this experiment was to thor- so, he switched hoses in the middle was made and, unfortunately, it was 
oughly confuse the student. of the steam. After the run was left on the roll. 
Procedure: The apparatus set up started, a can of water from the In computing the heating value 

for the experiment consisted of sev- calorimeter was dropped and spilled of the natural gas, F;, the finagle 
eral gadgets such as water cans, a before it was weighed. This could factor), should be given a value of 2 
gas meter, gas burner, calorimeter, have loused up the data seriously, because the data was only half as 
etc. These were all connected by a but actually it didn’t make much good as it should have been: 
maze of rubber hoses. The gas difference because no data was be- Questions: 
burner was connected to the outlet ing recorded (the recorder had 1. If a gas flows through a 4 
and the gas was turned on. A match stepped out for a cool one). Near inch pipe at the rate of 2.0 cu. ft. 
was then secured and ignited. This the end of the run, the calculator per minute, what is the velocity of 
scattered the equipment somewhat. observed that the calculated heating the gas? 
The equipment was again set up value was going to be too low. This Q=AV 
and the gas burner was lit and condition was corrected by lighting Q 
placed under the calorimeter. While a small candle and placing it inside V=— 
the calorimeter was warming up, the the calorimeter. At this point the A 
humidity and barometer readings instructor returned and made the 2.0 cu. ft/min 
were determined. The barometer in- observation that he had left the ex- a 
dicated fair and warmer. The hu- periment in good hands. He struck a (.25)* X 3.1416 in.? 
midity was determined with a sling match to light a reefer and was cu. ft. 
psychrometer. The thermometers on deeply hurt when he discovered a ree 00 yee 
the instrument were tested and the gas leak. He was rushed to a local min.-in.? 
wet bulb was moistened. The sling mule, pig, and prof hospital where =447 X 10* furlongs/fortnight 
psychrometer was then rotated at he may recover by June. In the Note: The gas velocity can be ex- 
250 rpm whereupon it was slung absence of the instructor and in the pressed in other units (such as ft/ 
through a closed window. An ar- presence of the fire department, the sec.) but values in these units have 
bitrary value for humidity was as- police department, the sheriff’s of- little practical application. 
sumed. Meanwhile, a large quan- fice, and the dean’s office, the class 2. Gas flow is sometimes meas- 
tity of steam was blowing from the was dismissed. ured with an orifice meter. What is 
calorimeter. This was probably be- Conclusions: an orifice? 
cause the cooling water had not been 1. Some instructors in the uni- An orifice is a little room where 
turned on. The gas meter (barely versity don’t have much patience. a prof props his feet up on a desk 
visible through the steam) was ob- 2. Nothing conclusive can be said and looks at his Esquire calendar. 
served to be running backwards. In about the heating qualities of the From the SOONER SHAMROCK 
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How the Petroleum Industry Helped 

s ’ 
e Solve the Nation’s Benzene Shortage! 

4 oe oe < & & L : _ _ IGHLY-SKILLED chemistsin well-equipped 

a J 2 | AS vd ee hr laboratories may come forth with anything 

o 4 Ae q Lo el from a new spray for protecting apples 
: J . d, s — against disease and insects to a method for 

€ Ti | j a iL fi — synthesizing benzene from crude oil fractions. 

is @e 7 4 ae . In the latter case, petroleum industry 

A oA : 8 _ scientists had to run a race with a threat- 

x : | all : | ened critical shortage. Production of such 

7 : | HH a —) things as synthetic rubber, nylon, styrene 

a " a a 7] a and phenol plastics, aniline dyes, sulfa 

| | Hf 3 a drugs, insecticides and certain types of mili- 

j | Roh - e 7 tary explosives was endangered. 

' ae P — 7 By use of the hydroforming process, which 

| , Standard Oil scientists helped to perfect, our 

: ob technical men synthesized benzene from pe- 

{ iu E troleum naphthas—and in large quantities. 

| In fact, at Standard Oil’s Whiting, Indi- 
: y | ana plant, benzene production capacity 

Sh 3 ‘ il | has risen in the past year to 16 million gal- 
iis. : tt lons. In addition, according to the Petro- 

ce HER oF leum Administration for Defense, other 

: 5 : ny el A id refineries ultimately will produce many 

— 4 | pt times this amount as the petroleum indus- 
23 : i —— try’s answer to the chemical industry’s 

_ 1° A Bs urgent need for large additional quantities 

| $ > of this vital fluid. 

_ i | Success in producing benzene commer- 

: | : 1 i cially is only one of the many benefits de- 
— » / | : : rived from the petroleum industry’s more 

- | / if than $130 million annual expenditure on 

: a | i | research and technical services. 

_ : _ : HM At Standard Oil alone 2,500 persons de- 
: : a peat vote full time to research and engineering. 

ol Young college-trained technical men will 

‘ standard find the wide variety of subjects under in- 

: want rowers a comes vestigation and the keen competition in the 

| From these 9 Indiana refinery ged bY petroleum industry stimulating to scientific 
_ Oil's We oduC urgently ae pe thought. 

: benzene: . indus ries. 

at erica’s booming forming process oA 

frteam nde eal Benzene Standard Oil Company 
— is helping 10 * threatened the no 910 South Michigan Avenve, Chicago 80, Illinois 

ghortage thet om 

1 7, i STANDARD 
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| Chance 

+. Voucht ieee i “+ oor be aN Ee eee | 
| i oC See | 
t i oe Fetetimtit Pad ah cafindiactal 

| 5 % Po 
L | TI \ 

P =H | 

! Chance Vought Aircraft, a designer and builder of mili- 
tary aircraft for 35 years, offers the graduating engineer 

Sree eee emer eee and scientist an opportunity to join in the design and | 
i I manufacture of fighter aircraft and guided missiles. | 
} “4 : eg 4, The design of fighter aircraft is constantly being im- | 
—— ns “G bf proved as new materials .and more powerful engines 

| a become available, Guided missile design is*in the pioneer- | 
wpe aw ing stage and progress up to this point, in our opinion, can | 

oo be compared to the period of development of piloted air- | 
Famous World War II” | SS craft prior to World War I. Imaginative thinking as well as 
Chance Vought “Corsair sound engineering is an important part of these programs. 

ge The young engineer through his creative thinking can 
te rapidly assume a position of engineering responsibility in 

~ =). — the Chance Vought organization. ee 
SD aaa If you are receiving a degree in Aeronautical Engineer- 

‘ — ing, Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical | 
a pa 3 Engineering, Mathematics or Physics, Chance Vought 

/ igs ea invites you to discuss your future in these fighter aircraft 
is , and guided missile programs. Contact your Placement 

WewChance Vought) Director for an appointment with the Chance Vought 
i ell kaa Aircraft representative. 

oo “SS. CHANCE VOUGHT mae ee 

: eee — AIRCRAFT 
ni (ees) a Chance Vought’s completely = “SSS\enance Go 

air conditioned, modern plant. US SOF a 

Dallas, Texas 

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
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Ou The 

by 

Kneeland Godfrey, ¢’55 

PI TAU SIGMA TAU BETA PI Makowski, Marvin Malik, Donald 
Pi Tau Sigma held its fall initia- The evening of January 13 saw McCoy, William Miller, Robert 

tion on January 14 at which time 34 men, juniors and seniors, initi- Piehl, Frederick Plautz, Richard 
the following men were initiated: ated to Tau Beta Pi. This is one of Potts, Gordon Steiner, David Tess, 
Ronald O. Anderson; Robert C. the highest honors which can be Elroy Treibel, Douglas Weir, Wil- 
Bowen; James H. Davies; Y. H. given to an engineering student, for liam Wiberg, Paul Winskell, 
Fung; Carl H. Gehrmann; Richard Tau Beta Pi is to engineering as Charles Wittkop, and Richard Zim- 
J. Gervtz; John S. Hickman; Bruce Phi Beta Kappa is to Letters and merman. 

A. Howe; Walter D. Hougas; Ed- Science students. The members and. Officers of the fraternity are: 
win F. Humpal; Edward F. Jagod- new initiates had dinner in the “Zig” Przedpelski, President; Mar- 
zinski; Robert R. Jarasek; Bruce F. Roundtable room of the Union and shall Finner, Vice-President; Len 
Peterson; John C. Richardson; afterwards heard a talk illustrated Rutz, Corresponding Secretary; 
George R. Werth; and John J. with slides and films by Dave Kings- Tom Berger, Recording Secretary; 
Zahn. ton, of the geology department of Bob Gesteland, Publicity Chairman; 

After a ceremony at the M. E. his summer travels in a remote and and Professor R. W. Leutwiler, 
building, the members all enjoyed picturesque part of the Canadian Treasurer. 
the initiation banquet in the Old wilds. Other activities of the even- 

Madison room of the Union. Pro- ing were the welcome to initiates by ASCE 

fessor Ben Elliott acted as toast- “Zig” Przedpelski, the initiates’ re- ASCE’s newly elected officers for 
master for the evening; Mr. G. A. sponse by Paul Winskell, and the the forthcoming semester are Har- 
Sievers gave the featured address plaque award presentation to Bill vey Elmer, president; Howard An- 
on “Getting Along With People.” Franswick by Professor R. W. Leut- derson, vice president; Fred Culver, 

ASME wiler. The toastmaster for the event secretary; Chuck Fisher, treasurer; 

ASME held its January meeting was Professor Ben G. Elliott of the and Dave Mynning, Polygon repre- 

in Tripp Commons in the Union Mechanical Engineering depart- sentative. Isaac Senior is in charge 
on Wednesday, the 12th. The gath- ment. of ASCE’s exposition exhibit and 
ering was the annual joint meeting Informal initiation took place on Chuck Brylls is the group’s candi- 
of SAE and ASME on the campus. Thursday, December 19, in the date in the St. Pat’s dance beard 

Ken Kulik was elected to Polygon Union loft. Harold Brikowski had contest. 
Board to replace Stan Makowski, charge of the program and made The meeting of December 10 
who is a February graduate. Profes- arrangements. featured a talk by Mr. Herried of 
sor Harker introduced the speaker, The new initiates are: Juniors— the State Aeronautics Administra- 

Mr. David L. Bogue, senior project Jack Binning, Frederick Culver, tion of Airport Construction. Jan- 
engineer on turbo-prop controls at Robert Greenkorn, Paul Hardt, uary 14 of the new year saw Mr. 
the Allison Division of General Terry Mueller, Bruce Peterson, and A. J. Ackerman talk on the Chute- 

Motors. His talk was especially Ronald Volkman. Seniors are—Gor- A-Caron coffer dam he designed for 
timely, for turboprops are now be- don Boettcher, Alvin Borsuk, Wil- a Canadian site several years ago. 

ing used for the first time on com- liam Catlin, Daniel Colvin, James The dam was designed to derive 
mercial aircraft in this country. Mz. Forsyth, Lee Foxwell, William power from a local and very swift 

Bogue spoke on “Up - to - Date De- Franswick, Donald Gritzmacher, stream so the aluminum company 
velopments in Gas Turbine Aircraft Charles Hopper, Frederick Hunt, there could use the power. Since the 

Engines.” James Hurley, Otto Klieve, Stanley (please turn to page 52) 
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| By George Layeock enclosed control pulpit from which we 

could look down on the moving tubes. | 

| | ee is finding that there is Seated at the panel of buttons control- 

more to television than recipes or ling the tubes was Marion Spragg. And 

wrestling or even Kukla, Fran and Ollie. mounted securely in front of him was a 

Television is invading mills, factories, rugged 10-inch television receiver. “I 

research labs and powerhouses across see so darn much television,” Spragg 

the country. Its job in these places is to said, “that I didn’t even watch the fight 

Reprinted courtesy inform, not to entertain. the other night.” 

STEELE AVS Magazine And the industrial jobs it is doing But while that TV set above his con- 
are varied and complex. For instance, trol panel may have spoiled Sprage’s 

there is the program I saw on a hard- living room viewing, it has also solved 

working television set in a Canton, a puzzling problem at the mill. This 

Ohio, steel mill. problem cropped up about a year ago 

Chief engineer Walter Assel led me when the company designed and built 

back through the busy plant past long the new annealing furnace 100 feet down | 

conveyors on which rolled a steady line the line from Spragg’s pulpit. | 
of long, glowing hot steel tubes. Near the Spragg’s job calls for manipulating | 

center of the plant we climbed a half- the conveyors so the tubes will stay 

dozen metal steps and entered a glass- piled up three and four high in the | 

is lightweight TV camera. stationed in a yard of the Baltimore Sitting comfortably in the B & O yard office, yard clerk Harold 
1 Ohio Railroad. observes car numbers in a unique demonstration DeYoung jots down numbers “grabbed” by a TV eye many feet distant 
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i a 4 ae “A By flicking a switch, this observer in a steel 
im 6 ro oe mill can see what’s going on inside the furnace 

ft oe a | = od at his right or inside another 200 feet away 
oi © a i ie Pabictomcsnay | a 

a 7 eel eo ee ‘ ages that bounce into the home receiver. 
- a i .. ll oa i. The electric mixer in a_neighbor’s 

a 4 y 7 “ : af kitchen just doesn’t matter. 
oy , q i = Like all Gaul. an industrial television 

| Me me a Bs : ii an oo ‘ , a | system has three parts: camera, power 
7 | . soe i, c unit and receiver. Diamond Power’s 
a — } mn CC yy. camera has a $1200 handmade tube 
| “| oF are ® © P . with a 9000-hour life expectancy. The 

oo oe : nS oe a Pal tube in the receiver is identical with 
4 | ii i : oo - — those in home sets. All three parts weigh 
4 | I : a . . less than 150 pounds and can be trans- 
i 4 — : ported on the back seat of an auto- | : 2 | o mobile. 
Cs ad : le we “While these sets work constantly 

- : F | ; oo without adjustment and the operator 
a / Sc : needs no special training,” Diamond 

: aS Power executive G. H. Wilson told me. 
o cs oe | genes “we do run into occasional troubles. 

~ ee One day we got a hurry-up call from 
: a power company. They said their pic- 

; se ture was getting fuzzier all the time. 
: p ; We sent a service man over. He took 

wa : one look at the camera, wiped the dust 
: : off the lens and they got the best picture 

they’d had in months.” 

: is doubtful that this kind of TV 

equipment will ever be sold across 

the counter. “We have to sell an ap- 

plication,” says Wilson, “not just an 
: instrument.” 

Diamond Power would not have 
furnace to keep it from losing its heat no problem at all. It told the Diamond stepped into industrial TV back in 
too fast. This called for knowing what Power Specialty Corporation in Lan- 1946 if the power companies for which 
was happening inside the furnace. And caster, Ohio. that another TV camera it had long made special equipment 
the fact that the observation door was was needed. Now, by operating a selec- hadn’t been confronted by a special 
on the far side of the furnace prompted tor switch, Spragg will be able to look problem. As the power companies in- 
Spragg to remark that he couldn't see into either furnace on what amounts to creased in size. their boilers grew taller 
around corners ... at least not without his own network hookup. and taller: until some were six stories 
help. Diamond Power. which has sold more ‘ vater ar 5 

“We thought of stationing a man at industrial television sets than any other ar The he a ie ae oe & & ) and so are the gages that show the water 
the furnace to signal the pulpit,” said company, has installed similar equip- level. Operators keep tab on the water 
Assel, “but he would be idle much of ment in power companies, scrap metal in the boiler with remote water level 
the time. Then we tried a system of yards and government arsenals. There indicafors. But ihese fudicators have 
mirrors but that didn’t work.” is one big difference between this equip- been known to fib and show water jn 

It was about that time that the com- ment and the television system that the boilers when the boilers were dry. 
pany heard of industrial TV and it brings Howdy Doody to your living That means trouble, for the heat soon 
wasn’t long getting a camera spotted room. Every industrial television set has collapses the tubing in the boiler. There 
a few inches from the observation door its own coaxial cable sending the picture follows a shutdown for repairs and often 
on the new furnace. This long distance by wire from camera to receiver. This a quarter-million-dollar loss. 
eye furnished the help Marion Spragg “closed circuit” television rules out the Actually, that’s what happened at a 

needed. snow, distortion and lost weekend im- large power company in the South in 
When the company recently built a ae. es a ae 1945. A remote water level gage, plus 

new reheating furnace 100 feet on the Equally proficient Hee TUany fields of a second one installed to keep tab on . Z magazine article editing and writing, . i other side of the control center, getting author George Laycock is intrigued by a the first one, said there was water in 
the inside information to the pulpit was new phase of rapid television expansion the boiler. But by some unhappy co-
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Pa 3 a a These four Chicago smokestacks are probably the world’s 

™ “a o >» most photographed. A TV camera in the power company’s 
, — : yard reports steadily (left) to firing crews in building 

. \ Sharply defined true-to-life color TV makes possible the viewing 

> : 2 f : : of delicate surgical operations like the one below by large groups 
a? . “ A : of medical students. The operation shown was in a New York hospital 
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At Argonne National Laboratory, “stereo” or ea ie v= = 2 eee 
three-dimensional television enables men working “as eg acs SF eS 
with radioactive substances to view them safely meee i> se Beaks : 

' 2 kK ay AO 3 yx x é 

incidence they were fibhing in unison. found that cameras spotted at boiler cameras are subjected to intense heat. 

Engineers at Diamond Power applied furnace openings face a combination The use of hard-working TV sets in 

themselves to this problem and decided of heat and dirt that can obscure and power plants quickly spread. Today TV 

that here was a job for TV. It would even etch the lens. After a lot of ex- is keeping its unblinking eye on the 

give cither the correct picture or none perimentation they worked out a special tops of smokestacks to check firing 

at all. But when they started building glass window for boilers and equipped efficiency and air pollution. For example, 

an industrial television unit for observa- it with special air jets to cool the air four smokestacks standing above the 

tion of ignition within the boilers they and blow the dust away. The same win- Chicago District Electric Generating 

ran into some new barriers. They soon dows are used on steel furnaces where Corporation are probably the most 

(Continued on page 54)



eH later, Von Hefner Alteneck engineer with Siemens in - Development of Electricity - - 8 en 
Germany, invented the “drum-wound” armature, and 

(continued from page 17) commercial dynamos for use in arc lighting became avail- 

Close on the heels of this came the first electric light, able in Europe. 

discovered by Humphry Davy in 1802. He used 150 pow- The first practical dynamo was built in this country in 
erful voltaic cells and two charcoal electrodes. An elec- 1876 by William Wallace. As a commercial value for 

tric flame of dazzling brilliance arched over from one to gjectrical items became apparent, experiment became more 

the other. ; widespread and America assumed a good sized share in 
But this new development did not prevent further ex- electrical development. 

perimentation of the general properties of electricity, and . . 

soon Hans Christian Oerstad, of the University of Co- In 1880, American Charles Brush made gteat Improve: 

penhagen, ran a current of electricity through a wire and ments on the storage battery. Next he improved the arc- 
induced a movement in a near by magnetic “compass” light by automatically providing a constant arc length by 

needle, and the fact that electric current creates magne- feeding in carbon rods. He organized the Brush Electric 

tism became known. The electromagnet soon appeared due Company which was later merged to form General Elec. 
to the efforts of William Sturgeon, who, in 1825, wound ‘i: He sold many arc-light units to factories and stores 

a single layer of thick copper wire around an iron core. ' 1878. 

Joseph Henry, professor of Princeton, independently Electric lights were first permanently installed on public 

devised, in 1828, an electromagnet with several layers of streets in Public S Cleveland, in 1879. The ligh > S quare, Cleveland, in : e lights 
wire and invented insulation of wire as a preliminary step. were twelve 2000 candle power Brush arc lamps. Niagara 

One of his magnets was capable of lifting two tons. Falls got a small preview of what the future had in store 

On October 17, 1831, it was Michael Faraday who pulled when in 1879 a small dynamo at the Falls supplied 15 arc y P y PP 
together the loose ends of fact by winding two hundred lamps in a park at the edge of the Falls. By 1895 the 
feet of copper wire into a hollow cylinder and attached Falls became known as the laboratory of American water- 

a galvanometer to detect any current. Then he plunged power. 

a bar magnet into the hollow coil and the needle moved. . i 
. . Then came an eye-opening event which created a new 

Removing the bar caused the needle to move again. On. 5 ‘ 
: . . . impetus to the electrical field. On New Years Eve, 1879- 

the basis of this, he invented the disc dynamo—the first di aif leceei f 
d ~lecttié machine. eves builé 80, Edison displayed an electric lamp and a system o 

yBAMOre “ . : oo i lighting at Menlo Park which was far superior to the old 

Tn 1831-32, =e Pixii, a Frenchman, came out aye lamps. Then things really began to happen. The first 

with a dynamo in w . : Permanent nee oh Was: FO- commercial electric generating plant in the world to be 

tated in front of spools of wire generating alternating put into service in London by the English Edison Com- 

current: pany started operating in January, 1882, slightly ahead 
Tom Davenport patented a simple electrical motor in of Edison’s New York Station. 

1837. It was a wheel with two magnetic spokes and two . . . . 
magnets arranged, outside the wheel. By. reversing the The first New York Edison power station was installed 

. j, in a dilapidated building at 255-257 Pearl Street, New current from a batterly regularly, the alternate attraction . . 
i e York City. Underground conductors were laid in 1881 

and repulsion caused rotation. d th Edi bo” d : led 
ni t ti ts 

Inventors made great efforts to overcome the alterna- oo ‘area cP dlccces nae ele, Be se eet “te 
serve a mile. Factories were 

tion of the current so that it would be comparable to cur- sq 
: . started for lamps, underground cables, sockets, meters, 

rent from a battery. The split commutator was first ap- switches, etc. July 5, 1882, the first of the dynamos was 
2 i $ S Wi 

plied to the dynamo by an Italian, Antonio Pacinotti. The ye y z 
; : . operated by steam. A month of tests followed, using the 

motion of his dynamo was jetky, however. Z. T. Gramme bank of 1000 lamps in the station as the load. At 3:00 
came up with a solution when he devised the ring arma- P . : oy 

: a. p-m. on September 4, 1882, the first service was supplied to 

ture in. 1870 by multiplying the number of spokes of coils, 400 lamps and commercial power was a new born industr 
thus gaining him the reputation as the father of the con- . . 7 ‘ p 5 . * 

in America with Thomas Alva Edison as its king. 
tinous direct current dynamo. The motor came by acci- 

dent, when at an industrial exhibition in Vienna in 1873, Edison had, by “99 percent perspiration and 1 percent 
a workman carelessly connected the leads from a running inspiration” come through with the electric light and a 

generator across the binding posts of another generator, way of making it practical. Edison was essentially a me- 

and its armatures began to revolve. chanic and. proceeded by rule of thumb. Alternating cur- 

By this time Sir Charles Wheatstone, English physicist, ¢?* involved much mathematics; and Edison could not 

had patented the use of electromagnets to replace perma- understand it, so he would have none of it. 

nent magnets in dynamos and electricity was ready for But elsewhere A.C. was in the spotlight. Lucien Gau- 
commercial application. The first commercial installation ard, a French inventor financed by John D. Gibbs, pat- 

of an electric light was the Serrin type of arc installed in ented an A.C. system of distribution about 1882. They 

the Dungeness light-house in England in 1862. Ten years (please’tiirn to page#0) 
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Development of Electricity - - Pe a a i i ae es 

(continued from page 39) Bee ees a ; a oe 

used “Transformers” in their system and this mechanism ie : etl % see Fis 

made its first public appearance at an electrical show in Ze . : = an : 

| the Westminster Aquarium. When he first tried to patent : : a el oO 

the “transformer,” he was refused because the court ruled ’ oe a ea vk a al : 
that, “More current can not be taken from it than is put 7 \ iv a a 1a i Hee mi os : 

in” f ea a | 
y ee 

About that time George Westinghouse of air brake ' : ; A ea Pa 

fame had established himself in the field of electricity , al ie bai fea _ oS | 

| and he bought up the transformer patents and put Wil- cs { e ae vay ! ea di 3 : 

| liam Stanley to work improving them. Soon Stanley was S 4 4 ii 1] a vp te 

| busy constructing about a dozen transformers designed a — >. - 4 ni at) Hl eC . i | 

to reduce a 500 volt main line to 100 volts on the secon- ee > we aaa > - ian : 

| dary, and in the spring of 1886 he placed them in success- a  ' p 4 4 “ ee : Ps eo : 2 | 

ful operation to light several stores. Thus Westinghouse oy “y K oe, 

established the first commercial alternating current plant 3 —. : : : 

in the world at Buffalo, New York. a : : QO : 
: * f LTVO?RD . 

a full ae ot = ia ee Transformer with Westinghouse H plates and lathe-wound coils. 
of voltage transformation became realize ay 16, 5 

when in a lecture before the American Institute of Elec- 

trical Engineers, foreign-born Nikola Tesla brought the | 

men of electricity to their feet by describing a three phase ' 

alternating current system complete in every detail. By Thus sides were chosen for a bitter battle between the | 
employing high voltages for transmission, electrical pow- : : 

a bh far beyond their one mile direct interests of direct current and alternating current. The 
erhouses could reac m F ensuing battle was splashed all over the front pages of 
current range to serve customers hundreds of miles away. the New Waik Wh. k killed 

Within a month George Westinghouse snapped up the b © WBS BePere iP och e wena 
. : ; y A. C., a score was chalked up on the front pages for 

discoveries and put them to work. He paid $1,000,000 . ° 
. . the D.C. system. Governor Hill of New York appointed 

plus royalties for the 40 basic patents which Tesla had Gerry, in 1886 find h hod of 

obtained in November and December of the previous 7e *y) : fo Hing a more humane method of execu- 
tion than hanging. Gerry promptly recommended the use 

Meake of A.C. electricity and Westinghouse screamed foul. Ru- 

Dr. Henry Prout summed up the activities of Westing- mor has it that Edison was then paying 25 cents for each 

house at this time as follows: neighborhood cat brought in by thieving boys for ex- 

“The alternating current transformer is the essen- BRPRBGRES) AM Saetiias | 

tial key to transmission of power at low cost. The The first execution using the electric chair took place | 

polyphase motor is the essential key to the reproduc- on August 7, 1890, with the execution of Kemmler. The | 

tion in mechanical form of power transmitted by elec- New York Times related the event as, “Far Worse Than 

tricity. In the hands of Westinghouse and his engi- Hanging. Kemmler’s death proves an awful spectacle. The 

neers, the crude transformer of Gaulard and Gibbs electric current had to be turned on twice before the deed | 

capable of supplying at low efficiency a few incan- was fully accomplished.” Now Edison yelled foul. 

descent lamps became in a few years a transformer But Edison had not been smug about A.C., and had in 

which could deliver thousands of horsepower at an his employ a genius who was better able to cope with 

efficiency exceeding 98 per cent, and the primitive the problems of alternating current than any other person 

motor brought to America by Tesla in 1888, and in the world. Charles Steinmetz came into the organiza- 

loaded to its practical limit when driving a ten-inch tion with the Thomson-Houston Company and had ac- 

ventilating fan, became a motor capable of delivering tually been included in the contract. It was this dwarfish, 

hundreds and even thousands of horsepower.” crippled, four and one-half foot immigrant who pre- 

With this, electrical power became big business and re- ett ihe complete Law of Hysteresis with all its mathe- 
a ES matical complexity to the A.I.E.E. on January 19, 1892. 

organization began. The Thomson-Houston Company Soon a flood of electrical theory came from his pen in 
and the Edison General Electric Sompany merged to the. form. of the long: and comples “epmbelia method.” 

form the present General Electric Company. Westing- 1-1) iwed ince wal P alas : oes 

house absorbed the U. S. Electric Company and the Con- Winch Soon. Resolved into votumes entitled Steinmetz; on 
. ae Alternating Current. 

solidated Electric Light Company. (please turn to page 42) 
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Y di f lity in radi our guar lans O quallr In radio, 

television and recorded music 

When you see these trade marks on from concert halls to homes everywhere, 

television sets, radios, “Victrola” phono- _ from Broadway to Every Street, U.S.A. CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION 

graphs, and other electronic instruments You also see these trade marks on rec- Graduate Visswteal Enemas na 

you are always assured the highest qual- _ords so rich in “living presence” that art- Victor—one:of the world’s Hct quant 
ity—born of leadership in research, fine __ ists seem to be performing in your home. facturers of radio and electronic products : ; . . . ri —offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
engineering and craftsmanship. Little Nipper and the familiar phrase well-rounded training ‘and experience at 

<p ’, sa? a good salary with opportunities for ad- 
The sun never sets on these trade His Master’s Voice” have appeared on re- vancement. Here are only five of the many 

k d milli 1 dth cordings made by the world’s greatest artists projects which offer unusual promise: 
TNEEES, GRO, THORS of peopre around (%@ — _ for more than half a century. © Development and design of radio re- 
world turn to them with confidence. . . ceivers (including broadcast, short-wave 

These same high standards of quality and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

RCA, as the pioneer in the field, contin. | make NBC the nation’s leader in radio graph combinations). 
‘i 5 js a . © Advanced devel t and design of ues to lead in every Major advance...in and television broadcasting. You can de- AM and FM broadest transmitters’ RF 

all phases of television. pend on RCA and RCA Victor trade induction heating, mobile communications 
' % z x equipment, relay systems. 

RCA Victor has made radio a household marks as guardians of quality—sure * Design of component parts such as 
word to millions of Americans. “Victrola” guides to finer performance, dependa- coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

hi d i ili ‘ © Development and design of new re- phonographs have extended great music bility, better value and service. cording and produeing methods. 
Tmks. ® © Design of receiving, power, cathode 

: ray, gas and photo tubes. 
Write today to College Relations Divi- 
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. DIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA | 3 tivy opr tr Meche . and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

World leader in radio—first in television 
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Development of Electricity - - 

(continued from page 40) 

The path was technically cleared for the advance of 
alternating current, and Tesla struck the D.C. interests a 

heavy blow, when, in 1893 at the Chicago World’s Fair, 

he let 1,000,000 volts of high frequency current pass 

through his body, lighting lamps and melting wires. It 

was also at this Fair that the first electrical household ap- 

pliance appeared in the form of a flat-iron. oe oe es 

Alternating current finally surpassed D.C. when in 1893 he pownr Cy lo oo ete 

tre igned calling for a Tesla polyph - ee |e ie Sa contracts were signed calling for a Tesla polyphase sys eae | ros Gel ETc 

tem to be constructed at Niagara Falls. Power was brought eee nee Se Mesa 
 e-sov0i, westinonouse senemarons. ||| || MMSARS Batwa, 

from Niagara Falls into the city of Buffalo in November, ‘ Wo ee A | De ee eh es 

1896, and was accompanied by the firing of a cannon. ‘s \ege) onl Hil a Le "aie ate ues a 
ter | [Poactie Oo to 
BS RIS Fd ete i 

The first recorded user of hydro-electric power was Pe sae] | su - 
eae ae ey i * 2072200 0." 

Lester Pelton, who sent power from a dynamo at a water 2 au: ee eae MS Men 

wheel at Chollar Mine, Nevada, to a stamp mill about a alle ica baa eee i 

3 Ali 3 4 i ap MANUFACTURE OF ALUMINUM, | 

one mile away. alle Bie Rap mover os i 

op etic tp oie ais 
/ ; P= | 7 ena oo 

The alternating current was standardized at 60 cycles fe} Se Eebectdee 5 

per second, although at first Westinghouse engineers had a ea setae eae i: 

favored 133 cycles. Tesla fought bitterly for 60 cycles and © SRanaFenwen ier) Woe nd ib casey lk 
: : ae F-ROTARY Fon RECLINE | BRT co i vrow wesrnoneuse NOTARIES, |S 

quit the Westinghouse organization because of the con- eee Ae eee —, i i Sener [| — ter ecosuny Srcwicasco, umes. S 
flict. Soon Steinmetz added mathematical derivations to Yenasaaron fon | ‘ i 4 

Ol . ne, lF 
the arguments in favor of 60 c.p.s. and it became standard. Bee ae aaecet [ p QO wetroioaer weucton werons, 

i es ‘gnring ractom es 

The emphasis is those days was on power generation 

and transmission, with little emphasis on power distribu- bl oe ee gg 

tion to the ultimate consumer. In ENGINES OF DEM- ire en00 vours. pasrmievrion cincure sor 1 ‘ u beef a(S SE remnon ramones | 
. OCRACY, Burlingame describes the situation as follows: . i l Uf-ereea me een ee | 

: oon 3 : i 

- Lao Ac morons 
“The planning of transmission and distribution : ‘ sw cauntarEGe, OF MESTNGNGLEN TRANTORMERS. 

, : zg Saf pa) ‘THE NIAGARA POWER (6 COMMERCIAL USE. IN BUFFALO. f 
was complicated to say the least and it must be ad- i : . i. 

mitted that it was extremely haphazard in the revolu- a teen e ay ~yBssaeves. : : i 

tionary years. ‘The engineers,’ says engineer Samuels, a Eee ea NS eSB " ps a. 

‘were so wrapped up in generating and transmission 

that many of them considered distribution as too low- SOURCES 

brow to merit their attention. Distribution was fre- 

quently left to the linesman, purchasing agent, and Bermingham, Janet. “Benjamin Franklin’s Kite Experi- ~ 

storekeeper, and many distribution systems grew up ment and Other Discoveries,” Electrical Engineering. 

to give the impression of crazy quilts, without any January, 1952. 

apparent logic either in circuit sizes, voltages, or lo- Burlingame, Roger, Backgrounds of Power, 1949. 

cations, and sizes of transformers’.” Burlingame, Engines of Democracy. 1940. 

Greenwood, Aladdin U. S. A. 

The impact of electrical power upon society was tre- Hammond, John. Men and Volts—the Story of General 

mendous, and the rapid growth of the electrical power Electric. 1941. 

industry has not yet stopped. Burlingame says in his book, Leonard. Loki, the Life of Steinmetz. 1932. 

BACKGROUNDS OF POWER, in fitting tribute to this Leupp, Francis. George Westinghouse, His Life and 

era: Achievements. 1918. 
Morgan, Alfred P. The Pageant of Electricity. 1939. 

“The use of electric power caused revolutionary Neill, Humphrey. Forty Eight Million Horses. 1940. 

changes in the structure of industry . . . All the gen- Simonds. Edison, His Life, His Work, His Genius. 1934. 

ius of Edison, Steinmetz, Tesla, and hundreds of Skilling. Exploring Electricity, Man’s Unfinished Quest. 

other pioneering dynamic minds was necessary to the 1948. 

fulfillment of the dream.” O'Neill, John. Prodigal Genius, the Life of Nikola Tesla. 
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, ‘ i 25 strands of steel wire start on their way to be electro- 
he co ' ean lytically coated with copper, lead and brass. 

st wy 

/ ah Lg Lt 

| oes & 

pe OCLC yA | —-Part of the 600 foot long electroforming machines 
eo ——— where wires go through successive baths of plating 

a ee a ig et ; 

Cea Fal By ery il | _ 

Hae gd he 4 a 
mee nae. i — . ee my % Mi + | | | e ine aoe o 2S 

i a “Tf fof 1 L Lo a 

Co == EE mg i - 

Console of controls for entire process is readily operated 
when necessary, even though seldom used in the 

almost fully automatic operation. 

ENGINEERING ith i i i -.. With a pioneering twist 

There’s a real incentive in working out ways to Engineers of varied skills—electrical, mechani- 
do things that have never been done before. And cal, chemical, metallurgical, civil—went to work 
problems in pioneering are constantly cropping as a team. After solving many problems, they 
up at Western Electric—manufacturing unit of came up with a process that makes better, 
the Bell Telephone System. stronger wire at lower cost—does it at the rate 

For example: the revolutionary electroforming of 134 billion feet per year. 

process dreamed up and made a reality by West- Recent developments such as microwave radio 
ern Electric engineers for making copper coated relay networks for telephone calls and television 
steel wire. programs—operator and customer dialing of 
The big idea was this: Could a process be devel- long distance calls—secret electronic equipment 
oped in which successive coats of copper, lead for the Armed Forces—promise an ever-widen- 
and brass would be deposited on steel wire ing field for young engineers of varied training at 
electrolytically in one continuous operation? Western Electric. 

“western Electric 
| econ A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 
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° ° ° 
First and Second Prizes for Good Articles 

- — — THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER - - - 

Your publication—The Wisconsin Engineer solicits written articles by 

students in the College of Engineering. 

| 

The best and most appropriate articles on hand at press time each 

month will be published. 

To facilitate editing and setting articles in type by the printer, he fol- 

lowing form for material submitted is suggested: 

1. Typewritten—57 stroke line. 

2. Double space. | 

| 
3. Carefully proof read—by author. | 

Articles submitted in above form will receive favorable consideration 

by the magazine staff for the Edward M. Kurtz Award of 35 dollars, and | 

Jesse B. Kommers Award of 20 dollars, as a first and second prize for the 

two best papers worthy of publication in 

-— - - THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER - - - 
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What's H i t CRUCIBLE | at’s Happening a F 

about stainless curtain walls be 
ha 

Fe Ce a 

Modern construction methods have changed walls from the insulation between two layers of concrete with connect- 
self-supporting type to a mere covering which does not sup- ing reinforcing. Crucible 18-8 stainless as the outside face 
port its own weight for more than one or two stories. Hence offers excellent resistance to weather and fire while pro- 
the definition of “curtain wall”:—the facing or enclosure of viding eternal beauty with a minimum of maintenance; 
the structural steel frame. This frame supports the entire the inside face can be finished or painted to suit the re- 
weight of modern buildings. quirements of modern building interiors. Since 18-8 is 

The need has existed for a covering that would not only restricted in use, a good substitute material, type 430 

clothe the building, but be lightweight, economical and stainless, now government decontrolled, offers the same 
space saving. Because these requirements are more than ade- benefits as 18-8 stainless. 

quately met with stainless steel curtain wall construction, «tim watt 
this method is becoming increasingly popular with cost and moisture penetration 

space conscious owners, builders and architects. The unique characteristics of the cellular glass insulation 
stop moisture vapor migration from one face of the 

a panel to the other. The cellular insulation properly de- 
oo @ signed and installed assures that condensation will not 
E | a take place anywhere within the sandwich. 
fr te UU 5 5 Ca T insulation 

rr a the Although less than half as thick as the usual wall con- 
fa «FF ‘ if struction, this Crucible stainless steel panel construction 
_ oe CRUCIBLE has more than twice the insulating value. The “U” value 

a aa “ow lwicl “ (overall thermal conductivity) is approximately 0.15 
[ os uf sandwich BTU Hr./Sq.Ft./°F. 

Pe i fire resistance 
Pee J The Crucible sandwich met the requirements of a 
oo o standard 4-hour fire test conducted in the testing 
ie Tf pho U tu laboratories of the National Bureau of Standards. 

Pe 4 a This meets all old building codes and is double, or 
St . ie better, the requirements of modern enlightened 

p : ‘ ii E building codes. 

po AST erection and fabrication 
2 ~~ . stainless steel sheet facing /+——'-»-—__-| . Since a building frame is not precision built, the 

or conerele g*x6" 10 ga.wire mesh oy @ attachment of the panel walls to the frame is done 
t SELLE OE ARIS, AE Ae Mee , F with fastening devices that provide necessary 3- 

. riTTTMTAATMTAATTTT ATTAIN ei dimensional adjustment. Panels can be made at the 
‘ AL A 3 | building site, and a 24-hour casting-to-fastening 

| Bee eee : | | cycle is possible. 

Senior tt ego expended metl chonnel NS 8) technical service available 
- rr pet x a . . 

Ke al Though the use of some stainless steel is now re- 
N\ & stricted, Crucible metallurgists and development 

the CRUCIBLE “sandwich” —only 6” thick _ : personnel are continuing to investigate improved 
. methods of curtain wall and other construction so 

(can be Tess) that better buildings can be built when stainless 
Crucible stainless steel curtain wall panels are in the is more freely available. For more information 
form of 6-inch thick “sandwiches”. The facing consists of write: CrucisLe STEEL Company or Amentca, Gen- 
flanged, light-gauge stainless steel sheets with a factory, eral Sales and Operating Offices, Oliver Building, 
or site-fabricated, sandwich consisting of cellular glass Pittsburgh, Penna. 

CRUCIBLE first name in special purpose steels 

a. ° 
52 yous y steelmaking 

Midland Works, Midland, Pa. . Spaulding Works, Harrison, N. J. . Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. . Spring Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio * Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N.Y. * Trent Tube Company, East Troy, Wisconsin 
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° NEW LAMINATE 
Science HLL. - - 

(continued jrom page 21) In request by the U. S. Navy’s 

All in all, it appears that use of Bureau of Ships, & mew lower-cost 

fly-ash in a portland-cement con- glass mat melamine laminate is now 

crete mix is good, provided it pro- being produced by Synthane Cor- 

duces the desirable result for the poration, Oaks, Penna: oo 

particular project. Also, because of The mew grade, which combines 

the price differential between a bag high fire and ane resistance with 

of portland cement and a bag of fly- good mechanical and chemical pro- 

ash, a considerable saving can be perties, will soon become standard 

realized on a large project. for all Navy electrical power and 

lighting applications. Designated by 

Synthane, the new laminate is avail- 

able to suppliers of electrical and 

power equipment at a considerable 

vig * i Me CAS Cs saving under the cost of the con- i ee g 
Mose Wok ge eg 4 tinuous filament glass-base material 

Bt a i ete eS A Me whose electrical properties it 
+ es a, a —d ed ipo eee , ve. matches. 

Paty, wt as the The new material, laminated in 

oe t = aL a ee x wv ‘ ra thicknesses from 1/16” upward, 

oe hy e = 7 i au. os Aa uses a glass fibre mat impregnated 
Bs: ae cee. Vy ae : : ‘ 5 

oe i Se ae Bg with melamine resins. Thus its me- 

siay Met a — rm i rae chanical properties are less direc- 

ee ee a ~ Wye lle x tional than those of a woven base 

Be ee : . laminate. 
es wy 6 ee ot . 

‘ page Soe ee Bee Lower production costs of the 
a a . * new laminate is due to the elimi- 

Applying: fly-ash concrete, nation of weaving operations. Also, 

no lubricant need be applied and 

removed later as in the case of wov- 

en fibers. 

In addition to electrical applica- 

tions, the new laminate is expected 

to be particularly useful where 

chemical resistance is required, 

such as in the plating and photo- 

graphic industries. | 

| 7 a — | Below: Soon to become standard for all U. S. Navy 
power and lighting applications, a new gloss-mat mela- 

E V A N S nine’ laminate is being produced by’Synthane Corpora: 
tion. Designated as Grade G-8, the new material com- 
bines high fire and arc resistance with good mechanical 

“¥ . | and electrical properties. 

We Service and Install | Fees agua ame ue 
3 ing Pe a 

| Evexyilaineg| “Wei ctl | eT me 
engi | 27 Ne 

Two Stores ih ok fe 
ne Pt i She 

TELEVISION SALES & SERVICE ag Qa Se 
4233 W. Belt Line Dial 3-2651 yw ey YG 

RADIO SALES & SERVICE 2, on aeallal .e Ny) : ' a 
720 University Ave. Dial 5-7294 aa LEN SER [gh \ E 

ees ey see, Ro Pe 
e eee Fe : B 

Raise. ERS SG Peis 
Madison’s Oldest Television Dealer SHEA by oie 

ASE EOS Sonn aetifgs 
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Out of the grimy scrap pile come 

eam os | i ee we 1 i % li / < CZF, = - i aad Uae, we C1 — . | Co MT | se 
s ® yy a es i ? wae le ULE CU 

y Y + ae] fg FF | -_ 
rN 4 : 4 tau all 

lo CN rs cs aA x 

oe ae Pes ae, FR aie e 
a jc eS Ek 

. (an k * i ca aieagi ame aad | 
a i a hUl OE now s 

RS /i. ee Ce OS ee a es : wea ON A OS ccsscbitespn eh 
a 4 le PA ck ee ce oC.) —l CO lwrrtrtw®C Pe castat ee ie yee nee i na 4. = aceite 3 tn MR EI RSG OU 7 i, i Jee OC eee ae Ge ar om TOS GAD ke BBR oh, es Fe ale ABER re Nit tier fe Cr by ete fa pS lei a | y a cent ol Lae % La sa Re St SO me a te ME AD ae mo ign ccvag Ri Ay Pn ec (a Wiad aad se ab Se ak Ws as fe hae cr aan ees ies } Me 

4 nck he tie, aera oa 
Rae Be RR: att Ro Se ge Ng BY As a ec ie Nee ae a om he ae Sl tact ee et 

° ° ° . How Republic Steel Research is Helping Machine Tool Users... and You! 

@ An oily mess of steel chips under a machine! Here it is: 
So much steel scrap? . . . Yes, but scrap that 1, Production of the best-possible steels and steel can tell an important story about the machin- products—thousands of them. 
ability of steel. 2. Recommendation as to which steel or steel 

¥ a oduct will do a specific job best. Republic metallurgists know that. So they take Produc wil dO a specitic j 5 . : 3. Assistance in developing the most efficient and samples of chips cut from various steels. They ical had of : fabri id them—measure changes in hardness—right most economica. met! ee Oo processing or fabrica- 
study : : tion to achieve the desired end result. down to each tiny grain of steel. 

, . . . This doesn’t necessarily mean that Republic works 
That’s just one of the ways in which Republic miracles for steel users... but it does mean that has learned so much about the intricacies of steel. Republic keeps alert to changing requirements— 
There are many others—each a part of Republic’s that Republic is vitally interested in its customers 
continuous program of research to improve its | —and that these working policies help to make 
3-FOLD SERVICE FOR STEEL UsERs, Republic a good place to work, a good place to stay. 

Ll, Sil REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION i 
GENERAL OFFICES © CLEVELAND 1, OHIO REPUBLIC 

Export Department: Chrysler Building, New York 17, New York aaah 
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‘ 
4 

to the t 
‘ 
1 1 : 

ELECTRICAL 1 
1 
' 
1 

ENGINEER 1 

i 
or i 

' 
‘ 
' 

PHYSICIST . , 

i 
. * 1 with an interest in ' 

i 
1 

R A D A R ‘ Hughes Research and Development 
i Laboratories, one of the nation’s 

or ! leading electronics organizations, are 
: now creating a number of new 
' openings in an important phase of 

E L ECT R oO N Ic S | their operation. 
1 

1 
\ \ “ 

' 
Wy 1 “ See 

Sot 
par 

Here is what one of these positions offers you: 

THE COMPANY THE TRAINING ment is being installed, or (3) be the 
an oo. . Hughes representative at a military base 

Hughes Research and Development On joining our organization, you will in this country—or overseas (single men 
Laboratories, located in Southern Cali- work in the Laboratories for several only). Compensation is made for 
fornia, are presently engaged in the months to become thoroughly familiar traveling and moving household effects, 
development and production of ad- with the equipment which you will later and married men keep their families 
vanced radar systems, electronic help users to understand and properly with them at all times. 
computers and guided missiles. employ. If you have already had radar 

or electronics experience, you will find YOUR FUTURE 

THE NEW OPENINGS this, Kao wiedae helpful in your new Jy one of these positions you will gain 
work with us. all-around experience that will increase 

The positions are for men who will your value to our organization as it 
serve as technical advisors to govern- WHERE YOU WORK further expands in the field of electron- 
ment agencies and companies ics. The next few years are certain to 
purchasing Hughes equipment—also as After your period of training—at full see large-scale commercial employment 
technical consultants with engineers of pay—you may (1) remain with the of electronic systems. Your training in 
other companies working on associated Laboratories in Southern California in and familiarity with the most advanced 
equipment. Your specific job would be an instructive or administrative capac- electronic techniques now will qualify 
essentially to help insure successful op- ity, (2) become the Hughes represen- you for even more important future 
eration of Hughes equipmentin the field. tative at a company where our equip- positions. 

How to apply: 
als 

NY 
‘ ' x 

’ \ . , i . 
“ 1 ‘. 

‘ HUGHES 
1 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ' See your Placement Office for 

LABORATORIES ' appointment with members of our 
1 Engineering Staff who will visit 

Engineering Personnel Department | your campus. Or address your 

Culver City, Los Angeles County, California | resumé to the Laboratories. 
\ 
‘ 
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Somebody ought to 

speak sharply to Nature 

Te: a lot of loose talk these days about and gets back 336 pounds—that’s 33,600% 
profits, attacking them as though they profit. These are big profits. Is that bad? 

were evil. Should the farmer be scorned as anti- 
The very existence of the world depends _ social? Should his ‘excess” profit (whatever 

on profits; the improvement of the world _ that is) be taken away from him? Should he 
depends on big profits. A farmer plants one _ be told that from now on he must limit his 
potato and usually gets back 15. Evenallow- ‘“‘profit” to, say, 6%? 
ing for all his costs, that’s more than To legislate against profits is as silly as to 

1000% profit! He plants one pound of corn legislate against things growing. 

VA Ty ANN AN 2353 
Bi Va AMM & 

SWASEY 
Warner & Swasey is always interested in talking ee 
future opportunities to young men of ability and Denne 
character. Write Charles Ufford. Machinery 

YOU CAN MACHINE IT BETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS WITH WARNER & SWASEY TURRET LATHES, AUTOMATICS AND TAPPING MACHINES 
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A Foreign Student <= Madison. He looked at me with an extremely queer ex- 

eewaniiraeld Irene, peep pression on his face, but when he said you are in Madison, 

the passengers had an excellent opportunity to clean out Sir, I asked him in what direction I could find the town. 

their stomachs and look at the nicely served food in the He got me a cab, and I bet he was quite sure that I was 

dining room. After eight days we caught sight of the dead drunk. The cab took me to a hotel, and it being late, 

light beams from the light house on Bell Isle at the en- I went to bed. 

trance of the St. Laurence River. That was my first glimpse The next day I was roaming around to get a room, and 

of this continent. was lucky to meet a Norwegian who had a room to offer 

Quebec is an interesting city, and I spent a day or so me. I have lived with him ever since. 

looking around. From there on I travelled by bus and was Because the school system here and in the Scandinavian 

satisfied when I reached Chicago, and was able to dis- countries is so completely different, I had to go to the 

mount from that shaking buggy. I stayed for some days various professors to get credit for the different courses 

in Chicago visiting some relatives in Evanston. My rela- I already had taken at home and in Sweden. The profes- 

tives did not understand Norwegian too well, so I got to sors were very kindly, and it was a pleasure to talk to them. 

use the little English I knew. The same thing surprised When I got lined up, I got an advisor. I never knew that 

me here as during the voyage, that people understood very advisors existed in schools before, but he helped me and 

well what I said, and I understood them. I thought that told me what courses to take, and was great help to me. 

I would have little language trouble, but later on, I found The registration was another thing that was new to me, 

that English was not so easy. and I found that the student did not follow a four year 

It was in the beginning of October and being still strict course outline, but was able to choose the subjects 

warm, it was pleasant to roam around in Chicago and for each semester. I got through all right, but the night 

Evanston. It was especially interesting to watch the heavy before my first day of school I did not sleep too well. I 

traffic during the rush hours, and the handling of the was too anxious to see how I would understand the lec- 

traffic on Michigan Avenue. tures and the way of teaching. 

I intended to start at the University in February, and in What surprised me was that the professors appeared. to 

the meantime I decided to visit some close relatives in be so friendly. You could go and ask them for help when 

Saskatchewan, Canada, and in Seattle, Washington. Al- you got stuck. That we had to turn in homework was also 

though the most part of the harvest was done, I got a new to me. I was used to having professors who were men 

pretty good impression of farming during my stay in between 50 and 60 years of age, who hardly cared if there 

Canada. The prairie impressed me tremendously, but I was a student in class or not. Everything was left up to the 

did not like the dust storms too well. student, and to ask question of the professors took such 

On my may to Seattle, I passed through Montana, and a brave man, that no one dared to do it. We went one year 

it was interesting to watch the small oil wells scattered at a time, and only the six hours finals in each subject 

over the country side. counted. If you failed in one subject, you had to take the 

Washington State greeted me with mountains, valleys, whole year’s work over again. 

fjords, and fishing vessels, and it seemed that I had The first semester here I had a subject that required 

dropped back to west coast of Norway where I came from. written reports. I remember the first report that took me 

Right away I felt at home. During my visit in Seattle, I more than two days to finish, and I was still afraid that the 

lived with American families and found them very plea- professor would not understand what I had written. The | 

sant. big surprise was, however, when I got it back with a grade 

The time passed quickly, and before I really knew it, of B. I still think that this is the biggest surprise of my 

Christmas was here, but my impression of Christmas in life. The professor corrected the misspelled words, and 

America, was that it was only business all the way through. _ in this way I was able to learn spelling at the same time. 

On New Year’s Eve I got a big surprise in seeing poeple Now at the end of my last semester, when I look back 

hugging and kissing like mad when the clock struck at my work in the College of Mechanical Engineering, I 

twelve. Well I guess that some did not watch the clock too am very thankful to this country and the University for 

well either. having given me the opportunity of studying here. The 

The food here is different from that at home, but I soon time at the school has been interesting and informative. 

. got accustomed to most of it. One thing was the beans; I Besides this I have had the opportunity to visit with Amer- 
always felt ready to burst after eating them. Another ican families and to take trips to various factories ar- 

thing was the turkey; I had a hard time to find it delicious, ranged by the University. For a foreign student this is 

but it seems to me that if you are sticking around it for a just as important as the study at school. Besides this there 

while, you get used to that too. are students here from almost every country in the world, 

My visiting time being over, I got on the train and and we learn to know that each of us is just as good as the 

arrived in Madison on the Milwaukee Road at the West other. One’s nationality does not make any difference, and 

Washington Avenue Station. It was awfully cold, and still if anyone will be able to build the world peace, it will only 

worsc, I could not catch sight of the town. I went to the be done when we all realize that one nation is just as good 

clerk in the station and asked him for the first train to as the other. 
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Engineers get ahead at Boeing 

A major guided missile program is just production design, all going on at once. fine residential and shopping districts, 
one of Boeing's many projects-with-a- Aircraft development is such an inte- and schools of higher learning where en- 
future. Other programs, which offer you gral part of our national life that young _ gineers can study for advanced degrees. 

plenty of room to get ahead in engineer- graduates can enter it with full expec- There are openings in ALL branches 

ing, are America’s first-announced jet tation of a rewarding, long-term career. _ of engineering (mechanical, civil, electri- 

transport project, research in supersonic Boeing, for instance, is now in its 36th cal, aeronautical and related fields) for 
flight and nuclear-powered aircraft, and year of operation, and today employs work in aircraft DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, 
development of the B-47 and B-52 jet more engineers than at the peak of PRODUCTION, RESEARCH and TOOLING. Also 
bombers, the airplanes that have given — World War II. for servo-mechanism and electronics de- 
Boeing more experience with multi- Boeing engineering activity is concen- _ signers and analysts, and physicists and 

engine jets than any other company. trated at Seattle in the Pacific Northwest | mathematicians with advanced degrees. 

No other industry approaches this one and Wichita in the Midwest. Both com- For further information; 

in offering young engincers such a wide munities offer fine fishing, hunting, golf, consult your Placement Office, or write: 

range of experience, or such breadth boating and other recreational opportu- JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer — Personnel 

of application —from pure research to nities. Both are fresh, modern cities with Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington 
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On the Campus - _ firms there. During the morning members plan to make the trip. 

‘neil oe the group visited the Nash body The speaker for the evening was 

CRORE EREE TOUSEE I plant and next had lunch at the Frank S. Moulton, an AgE faculty 
current was so swift and solid rock 

. . Allen Bradley Company. After the member and one of the popular 
cliffs followed the river on both . : : 
id it was found impossible to meal the members were conducted instructors with his students. He 
sides, was ssible . , 

oe ; on a tour of that plant. The day was architect of both the Wiscon- 
divert the stream while construction . . at . . . . 

; was ended with a rewarding visit sin Memorial Union and the main 
was under way. Also, since the . . £ 

a to the Pabst brewery. portion of Wisconsin General Hos- 
stream was so rapid, it was not . . , 
feasible to build the dam with At a previous meeting SAM pital. Mr. Maulton gave a talk 
easible oO ul he a 

a elected the following officers for called “Hobbies” which he clearly 
water still in the stream. The prob- . . . Oo 

ie the second term: Rudy Sirnz, presi- illustrated with many of his ink 
lem was solved by building the 22 . : . , . ; . 

aye dent; Ron Schuchardt, vice-presi- drawings depicting in detail scenic 
million pound dam out the water— , . , | 

‘ dent; Dick Muller, treasurer; and and historical spots throughout the 
up on end. It was made of rein- , | 

5 Art Arntsen, secretary. The organi- state. ' 
forced concrete with the bottom oy - 

. zation’s membership is open to stu- | 
contoured to the river bed. When : 

: dents in any field, but the programs 
finished, the supports were blasted d lie: ¢ th ¢ | 
awe 3 d he t alate fell g fel . t an po icieés O the group are oO 

See ee ae en ae ne Be mee greatest interest to those in the THE LINCOLN ; 
place, for the water absorbed 90‘% . ing field 

of the shock. Oe initia , a NATIONAL 
ON BOARD 

AIEE and IRE New officers of the board: presi- LIFE INSURANCE | 
The December meeting of the dent;.Allen I. Schmidley: | ‘ ’ y; secretary, Cc . | 

combined groups was highlighted David S. Hanke; wud. weasaKer, O 

by a talk an microwave relays and John P. Frenck. At present the WE SPECIALIZE in 

their use in long-range television projects of the board are the St. 

transmission given by Mr. Zwarra, Pat’s dance on March 14 and the insurance for college 

* sepenenatiae o the Wisconsin Engineering Exposition in April. students. 
e€ elephone \,oun pea n'y. e The dance is to take place in Great 

AIBE-IRE committee for the Wis- Hall in the Memorial Union from SENIORS — Be sure 
consin Engineering Exposition got 9:30 till 12:00 P. M. Richard Kent’s to investi te o | 

its start at the meeting when Rudy orchestra will be on hand to provide “ ga 9 Or ; 
Santo was put in charge of the music: Thescommittee: for-therdance College Plan. An 

eee He e ane groups is: general chairmen, David Vinton insurance program 

esigning of their exhibit. and David Hanke; program, Bill E. : 

Other notes .. . Election of offi- Boyes; publieit y, Al E. Rabe; designed for college 

cers for the second semester was finance, John P. Frenck; and deco- graduates. 

held during the opening week of tations, Don L.. Dieteme ; ‘a 5 . yer. 

the term. The annual AIEFE paper Arrangements for the exposition For More Information 
contest will be held during March are ‘i Te i ; progressing. It is expected that Call 

ah the oe a " announced about 40 industrial firms will have Dick Ranney 

at tha meeting, ne oca winner i 

will be awarded with an expense. ee nal i orenuaed, “Ehontis 6-5466 

free trip to the body’s disteice con- and cash prizes will be awarded for 803 Tenney. Bldg, 

vention. AIEE and IRE wish to the best student displays. The en- Madison, Wis. 

point out the following reasons for gineering groups readying exhibits 

joining the group: 1) seniors will for the exposition include the so- vs 
: 2 : a i | 

save $10 on their AIEE fees if they cieties on campus and the several oo es 
belong to the student branch, 2) departments of the school. Me Be 

informative and valuable activities ASAE wy he ae 

ne =e each semesters 3) mem- A tegular meeting of the Wiseon- My) ; ar “ 2 

pers will receive the society maga- sin student branch of the ASAE \N i. es ey . 

IRS (American Society of Agricultural Em) Sen 

SAM Engineers) was held on January 13 y ae we 

The members of the Society for in the Ag. Engineering building. me 

the Advancement of Management Highlights of the business meeting <i al a Si 
e F eae 

took a field trip to Milwaukee on was the making of plans for a field \ aN xo a 

Friday, January 9 for the purpose trip to the Dubuque plant of the e SEN Ia Eh os 

of visiting several large industrial John Deere Company. About thirty 
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Rap d 

As you look toward your future employment, GEORGIA TECH, ILLINOIS, IOWA STATE, 
you'll have many questions to consider. We MICHIGAN, OHIO STATE, PENN STATE, PUR- 

believe we can give you some interesting facts DUE, TEXAS A & M, WISCONSIN—for years, 

which may help you find the answers. Square D has been looking to these great 

We'd like to tell you about the electrical schools for its engineering talent. Electrical, 

industry and where it’s going. More specifi- mechanical, industrial and general engineers 

cally, we'd like to tell you about Square D —all make up the Square D team. It's a strong 

and what we have to offer. team —one we think you'd like to be a part of. 
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| ig a ie 
} ee A ) i - ‘bo~ | Bearin U rv TV in Industry 

a of f (continued [rom page 38) 

| , 
/ 0 ’ , | photographed stacks in the world. 

eh 7 Me Q@ sf From the yard a TV camera sends 

| Fs ( I ar SS he 2 so? its smoke pictures to the firing 
“J K. en we er 

| ' | i a — Sa? ee orld ne crews inside, who can tell with a 

oss J Lam Ly nen a e glance how well they’re doing their 

0 3 i YZ mbion job. 
MOR £7 SS 7 blll Pond EY 

i it , i i ly When Diamond Power engineers 

eo | i | | Through this spur gear box, a record- installed this outdoor camera they | 

LVR de BD \\' breaking speedboat, SLO-MO-SHUN, set a knew that rain hitting the glassed 

er ey : sy world’s straightaway record of 160.3 mph f . 

wy /)| \iia AA ty for a mile. Although the straightaway runs ront of the camera housing would | 
ee > * “ey were made with a damaged drive shaft, the mask out the picture. The firing ) 

ey ! KAZ 3 to 1 step-up ratio in the gear box turned crew nowsswitchées Oil a HENOTE.6Oi1- 

Rs bess iS h ler) shaft 11,100 . ee Et | ESSN the output (propeller) shaft 11, rpm. | windshield wi hen ie pains 

La ty eZ Lip The tandem duplex bearing took a thrust trol windshield ‘wiper when It rains: 

sal | La fl be | load of 4600 pounds. 5 Fafnir Super-Pre- . 

ent] a / ra NS cision Ball Bearings are used in the gear Another use of TV may come in 

Vi 4 | ! | box ... another indication that the use of the oil industry. Diamond Power 

= i iL | Fafnir Bearings is not limited to one or two saeineoss think de ix wal ee 

| 4 a a a A || | industries but is industry-wide. The Fafnir gu . : is nmiy a matter 

BAN Lay i \ |_—, Bearing Company, New Britain, Conn. of time until TV will be used for lo- 

es . gi eo Ka cating broken oil well bits and ex- 

Rx \ i i ssa + amining well casings. 

SY 
RES iil FORM a —— 

— N Kou cite Furthermore, industrial TV has 
, sn gall, Bere el 

1 osnnee iy FoR FoR to many possibilities for non-indus- 
40 

of oy one fois on BALL BEARINGS trial applications. Medical schools 
nv sie J * f 

Boron oper) MOST COMPLETE eS LINE IN AMERICA are used closed circuit color tele- 

7 vision equipment, manufactured pri- 

marily by RCA and Remington | 

Rand, to pipe close-up pictures of 

F 0 R T Hl E L 0 N G P U L l surgical operations to large groups 

eee of students. Aerojet Engineering 

has a TV camera in a rocket firing | 

; <q pit. Du Mont, active in both color 

IT § LEATHER \ Q and black-and-white industrial TV, 

~ \® has developed, among other things, 

PLUS TENSION x \ % three-dimensional TV with Argonne 

\ SN National Laboratory to enable sci- 

CONTROL \\ X S ( entists to work with radio-active ma- 
\\WWY NI 
\W Sat \\ SEP terials at a safe distance. 

On the ski tow it’s the \ \ \\ NN KZ 
leather grip of your ski Wad ) At least one department store uses 

mittens plus tension \\ NSN) ss . A : : 
controlled by your NN WS ON closed circuit TV to pipe its style 

ENS 1 EEN 
hands that helps you NEN Sy shows about the building. There is 

Be cn most out of ey NS IN ~ already talk of replacing subma- 

In modern industry, &1@ ON \ \ rine periscopes with tiny, sensitive 

he UNI-PULL. sh Cam | lng \ Bersco y 
eer drive Ge jeuthet \ nM \ \ TV cameras that will let several 

cere ns 
belting and tension con- amen Noy ~ \\ crew members scan the waves at 

pol ee 18s) ee iv ai me \\\ | once. At the present time perhaps 

That's part of the YW CRS Perry A— Tension-controlling the biggest closed circuit industrial 

reason why today there | 4 NF motor base ens hee in th is in th 
aie amore lenthice’ belt LOU B—Flat leather belt installation in the country is in the 

drives in industry than ‘ee steel industry. A battery of four 

ever before. — cameras and receivers in a steel mill 

oud in Geneva, Utah, helps feed four- 

PLOT LEATHER BELTING 1, D ? ton steel slabs into three reheating 

LO furnaces, where they are heated to 

Headquarters for Authentic Power Transmission Data 2300 degrees for rolling into plate 

320 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. and hot rolled strip. 
a oD P 
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PICKLED AMPERES... engineers, executives, producers and purchasers. And 
. the power behind our progress is America’s all-seeing, 

‘That was the term used to describe the first storage all-hearing and reporting Inter-Communications 
batteries. For a score of years they were considered System. 
laboratory playthings, for they were crude, unde- 

pendable, and required months or years to charge. 

Their counterpart today is a reliable source of THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM... 
electrical energy . . . to start cars . . . to operate Complete communication is the function, the unique 
submarines, mine cars, materials handling equipment contribution of the American business press... a 

...and to per form over 200 other regular and emer- great group of specially edited magazines devoted to 

gency functions on land, sea and in the air. the specialized work areas of men who want to man- 

age better, design better, manufacture better, re- 
CELLS— BRAIN AND BATTERY... search better, sell better, buy better. 

Storage batteries were conceived in France and Eng- 

Jand . . . but grew up in America. For Americans COMMUNICATION IS OUR BUSINESS... 

presaw apmhaeiarpe sa ee ee The McGraw-Hill publications are a part of this 
jormed ‘experiment after experimen! saat © American Inter-Communications System. 
them—to find the elements and chemicals with the AS Sublishi k h . oe 

best electro-chemical behavior . . . investors helped PenHNners: We BROW a Cen senerne insistence 
get production started . . . industry developed new of ecitors on analyzing, interpreting and reporting 

applications . . . and today they build batteries by worthwhile ideas. 
the millions. We know that businessmen, in order to keep 

abreast of their jobs, subscribe 'to—pay for — 
AMERICA WORKS THAT WAY... McGraw-Hill magazines edited for their specific busi- 

ness interests .. . for the editorial pages tell “how” 
Each spark of genius electrifies dreamers, designers, and the advertising pages tell ‘with what.” 

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. Sea 
2805 FEN 

Sen WA 
f ) 330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.Y. @: EY OR BUSINESS 

ee Qe? 
SS” 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BUSINESS INFORMATION 
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mn dry and pattern shop. The tours were made in small groups 
Summer Training - - yane.P P HH group 

“edt os guided by foundry and patternmaking apprentices who 
(continued [rom page 25) : . . 

MOON tried to correlate the tours with the lecture material. No 

into sections of three men each, making a layout of a pro- actual production work was done in the foundry by the 

duction line to produce a given quantity of certain parts. trainees since graduate engineers usually spend several 

The various layouts were then analyzed and criticized by weeks working in the foundry during their training. 

whole group. About a week was spent by some of the trainees in ma- 

The hydraulics class consisted of a series of lectures chine shop training other than actual production werk: 

and laboratory periods. The subject matter was restricted This period consisted of a series of lectures and discus 

to a study of the various types of valves and pumps used sions of shop techniques, tours of the production facilities, 

in machine tools, their functioning, and the use of hy- and practice sessions in making set-ups on mills and drills. 

draulic circuits to control machining operations. Lectures The practice set-ups were made in the training shop with 

were supplemented by the use of cut-open models of the the trainees making a set-up until the machine was produc- 

actual valves and pumps being discussed. Also, the study ing parts that were within the specified tolerances as indi- | 

of hydraulic circuits was aided by an elaborate laboratory cated on the blueprint. | 

arrangement which made it possible to quicly and easily During the summer, the group also was given a series 

assemble various types of pumps and valves into many of Jectures on industrial economics during which free dis- 

different circuits for analysis and obsetvation. ‘Trainees cussion of the subject was encouraged. Various officials 

were also asked to design circuits which would result in o¢ the company visited the group and gave talks on sub- 

certain sequences of movements typical in automatic ma- jects related to their position in the organization. 

chining operations. 
.. 

BOF . The program was not an attempt to make machinists, ' 

ths foundry eaurse; one week in length, was conducted welders, or time study men of the group. This would | 

with the staff and facilities of the foundrymen’s and pat- jaye been obviously impossible in the very limited time 

ternmakers’ apprentice training programs. Half of the devoted to any one subject. An effort was made: however 

time was devoted to lectures and discussions of casting to have the trainees gain in one summer as much knowl- 

and patternmaking in relation to the company’s 500 ton- edge as possible of practical production procedures and 

per-day gray iron foundry. The other portion of the time problems 

was spent in tours of the various departments of the foun- (please turn to page 60) 
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@ There’s a K&E slide rule for every purpose. Whether designed Sy, the wa 
to meet the modest needs of the beginner or the exacting require- a) Lad (4 A 

ments of professionals, all K&E rules feature “built in’’ accuracy B R W N 

and reflect the skill and craftsmanship of America’s most experi- Ora 

enced slide rule manufacturer, Ree 
GRE Hapir Book Shop, Inc. 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. ra 
ter, 1967 eed . . 

NEW YORK © HOBOKEN, N. J. Ye ra Tae Friendly, Courteous Service 

Chicago * St. Lovis * Detroit © San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal 
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i = Bill Culligan is checking a J35 turbine wheel on which 
ae _~. measurements were made of the temperature gradi- . anor .._ent from hub to rim. Temperatures ranging from 500 

: to 1100°F, were involved and the information was ob- 
nus a # tained by inserting tiny pellets of fusible material at 

Wa bs FF various radii in the surface of the wheel. 

Pit 

®@ William L. Culligan, Jr. received his B.S. to permit viewing the combustion inside the 
and M.S. degrees in Aeronautical Engineer- engine. 
ing from the University of Michigan in 1945 On one occasion he spent six weeks assist- 
and 1947. His first two years with Allison as ing in Air Force tests of an Allison engine at 
a junior engineer were devoted to gaining Eglin Field, Florida, where the inlet air tem- 
direct experience in the operation of jet en- perature to the engine was varied from minus 
gines in the Experimental Test Department. 65°F up to a “hot day” temperature of 110°F. 
In December, 1949, Bill was promoted to Today Bill is considered one of our experts 
Experimental Engineer and has been special- on analyzing engine performance. He is only 
izing in applying improved instrumentation one of several hundred engineers who have 
to jet engines as a means of obtaining better interesting and important jobs in Allison’s 
data for analyzing and predicting their per- growing program of development and im- 
formance. This has included some special provement for turbo-jet and turbo-prop air- 
“jet rakes” to obtain pressure and tempera- craft engines. We think you, too, would like to 
ture data in the hot jet exhaust of engines on work for the only manufacturer whose jet en- 
the test stand and in flight. There also were gines have accumulated more than 2,000,000 
such things as quartz windows and periscopes hours in the air. 

Allison is looking for young men with degrees in 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
A lesser number of openings exist for majors in Metallurgy, Electronics, Mathematics and Physics 

For further information about YOUR engineering career at ALLISON, discuss it with your Placement 
Counselor and arrange for an early interview with the ALLISON representative the next time he visits your 
campus. Or, write now for further information: R. G. Greenwood, Engineering College Contact, Allison 
Division, General Motors Corporation, Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 

Wea i ° C7¢ DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION © Indianapolis, Ind. 
Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES for modern aircraft... 
heavy duty TRANSMISSIONS for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 
PARTS . . . PRECISION BEARINGS for aircraft, Diesel locomotives and special application. 
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Recording and Reproduction-- 
(continued from page 31) : er el 

Three separate microphones, three individual amplifiers, Se Lae A em 

and a three channel tape recorder will be used to demon- : é gore _| cami a, 

strate this system. The three microphones, placed at par- i. j — | S 

ticularly good pickup positions in front of the orchestra — sr : eee 7 

on the stage, will send three separate lines of information a | ns re 

from their electrical ears to their respective amplifiers. The ie 

amplifiers, in turn, are connected to their own individual " Peed | m 

recording heads, spaced equally on the three channel tape a o 

recorder. Such recorders as made by The Ampex Electric = A a a ec] s Se av 

Corporation may be used; shown here is one of their a Cad 2 le 2 

special purpose tape recorders. .% —@ \ & os ae ie 

The tape now has three sources of information upon it, i a a | - 

each representing what one “electrical ear” heard in its bee a. Eo 

position before this orchestra. . ' 

When played back, this recorded event is fed from the ae a 

three separate recording heads (now pickup heads), ae 

through their amplifiers and to the three individual speak- : 

ers of these emplifiers. Thus the sound or audio eminates ca e : : | 

from three sound sources, as shown in the diagram. _ : | 

Many types of speakers exist for various purposes. Our Me - | 

choice of speaker for the stereophonic sound system would 8 es wn ~ 

depend upon such factors as the size of the room, its Illustration 4.—Special purpose tape recorder. 

acoustical qualities, and the quality desired. Equal quality 

consideration should be given to all components of the 

system, especially the termination loudspeakers, 

- > : 
" fight : 

pe é RS i a. If, in our system of stereophonic sound, at any place 

ganna ~ Hi oe WN along the line the separate information channels had been 

; ; A : ‘ ol 1 mixed, the entire process would: have become utterly de- 

Le ay . MI a) } 7 j 3 feated. The basis of stereophonic sound is found in the 

re 7.\ : \\t 4 i) | fact that hearing, as well as seeing, is done through two 

1. lect yy / \Y tuys } i body organs: ears or eyes. The use of two “inputs” for 

3 <= 3 J \N y yy each of these senses gives us the perception of depth. 

ee yy True, we listen to a radio using our two ears, but still we 

ee ia feel no depth or realism because the sound eminates from 

only one source. Even if we had used two radios, tuned 

Dual range coaxial speaker. Diiffusicone high fidelity. vette muses station Resqueney, thereby usifig twoxepeak ees, 

the stereophonic effect would still not be present. Why? 

Hlaseation 3. The several inputs at the radio station have been mixed, 

and this has been transmitted as one signal over the air- 

e™ Soo — 
/ ee { QB | Any number of channels upto the limit of the tape re- 

, cust - : A | corder can be used for the stereophonic sound effect. 

(- ~ \j ‘ Three channels serve to illustrate the dependency of the 

4 2) 1 ee? final result upon each individual component. True repro- 

ee — {4 : duction of sound is determined by the elements of the 
ij _ \ _. y eng URE entire amplification system. Stereophonic sound attempts 

ql i We - a x 4 tf a» a to provide such a system along with the creation of “pres- 

4 - wy — — >. ence” and high fidelity with depth, solidity, and full real- 

“Ac é “ism... . . the goal of the recording and reproduction 

Model PH reflex trumpet. Radial reflex speaker. of sound. 
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>». _ | says ROBERT D. BAIRD, Ph. D. 
C\ ££  —— ____— priversity of ttinois, B. 81942 « University of Wisconsin, M. S.—1949 

_ AL. | University of Wisconsin, Ph. D—1951 
fA ig i and now a member of Engineering Calculations Group 

“2 ALWays been interested in the basic marily on blowers and steam turbines.” CT ee 
problems of engineering. But when I SS r—“‘éC—C 

got out of school, I needed additional Aided by Experts y Le y 
courses to do the things that interested me. “gj ‘inin@ AGT have had th ya. 4 J ; 
More mathematics—more mechanics were i nity cs wane ‘theth ave had reiesling 7 ae og ee i required. Since joining Allis-Chalmers, cone janie-ane wae eacouraeest to atten Vo | ¢ i 
hese gaps have been filled.”” : B poor te ae Tomer COE i t gap bes evening courses at the University of Wis- “sy _ At rp @ 

Variety of Experience consin, in Milwaukee, which led to a : + dll 
. y p Master’s degree. va ros .ClU 

“I became interested in the Allis-Chalmers |, a eee I 
Graduate Training Course during a plant “In 1949 the company awarded mea a «, ~J | 
tour in my Senior year. As I watched men graduate fellowship for 12 months’ resi- i a 
building steam turbines, electric motors, ence study at the University of Wisconsin ee ee 1 
transformers, pumps, rotary kilns, crush- and I got my Doctor’s degree in Mechanics. enc pd 
ers, and Oth other products, I was im- «gs you see, whether you want todo basic [94,07 ie, Ly 
fiesee by the variety of experiences to be engineering or be a sales engineer, de- lls eDuee eo _ 4 
obtained at A-C. It looked to me like a signer, production or research engineer, Vibrating screens by Allis-Chalmers are cross-section of heavy industry. When I ‘ ai . . ry J Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course found throughout the world, wherever coal 
found that GTC Students choose the de- offers a wonderful opportunity.” and ore are mined and rock is quarried. 
partments they work in, as well as the type 

of work, I decided to join Allis-Chalmers. 2 rrr 
“As a GTC student, I was given every a a 
Opportunity to work in many departments. Facts Graduates Should Know About | 
asrodyeam i basi proslems aan i Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course i 

appealed to me and I chose to work pri- it 1. It’s well established, having been _ screens, rectifiers, induction and dielec- | 
|= started in 1904. A large percentage of _ tric heaters, grain mills, sifters, etc. i 
| the management group are graduates ‘ | F 
| oof the nt group 8 5. He will have individual attention | 
Ee . and guidance in working out his train- a a 2. The course offers a maximum of 24 ing program. 

iB ap, =. months’ training. é 
: Hi A 4 : i a “ a 3. The graduate engineer may choose 6. The PrOgratn. has asats objective the a 

Pl ee _Ctthe kind of work he wants to do: design, right job for the right man. As he gets 
y 3 A> fl engineering, research, production, sales, Xperience a different ae loca- : / - Fi ia = erection, service, etc. tions he can alter his course of training 

: ©. a EE . to match changing interests. Et a | ES 4. He may choose the kind of power, is 
rs | =. processing, or specialized equipment 7. For information watch for the Allis- 
— i with which he will work, such as: steam — Chalmers representative visiting your 
a . é |= or hydraulic turbo-generators, circuit campus, or call an Allis-Chalmers dis- 

ae |) breakers, unitsubstations, transformers, trict office, or write Graduate Training 
ee x ee motors, control, pumps, kilns, coolers, Section, Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee 1, a 

p ie - rod and ball mills, crushers, vibrating — Wisconsin. y : , 

eeeree” | ALL MERS Rough-machined turbine spindle for 120,000- 5 A L I S = i A L aH 
kw steam turbine. Calculating torsional a aH 
stress and critical speed on shafts like these a a 
is part of Baird’s job. ee 
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buat are an aid in helping the student decide before gradua- 
Summer Training - - in § ee nat - 

iconiinued frei page! tion in what type of work and industry he would like to 
continued fr ge! 

Ul. SUMMER TRAINING IN GENERAL find permanent employment. They give participants a 

It is best for students to decide during the winter good knowledge of the company, its policies, and the area 

months whether they are interested in one of these sum- in which the company is located which might aid in de- 

mer training programs since company’ representatives cisions at graduation time. Participation is an indication to 

often interview prospective trainees early in the spring. future prospective employers of a real interest in engi- 

Waiting until a few weeks before summer vacation means neering. 

that the interested student will have less chance of find- At the same time, it is good to consider those factors 

ing what he wants and less chance of being accepted since which might influence a decision not to participate. The 

most companies limit the number of trainees. Information Pay in some of the training programs is not as high as 

about when company representatives will visit the campus some students can obtain in other work. This varies with : 

may be obtained by watching the white cards on the place- training programs and_ individual students so that no 

ment bulletin boards located in the Mechanical Engineer- general conclusion can be drawn. In those cases where 

ing Building and the new Engineering Building; or by in- the pay is lower, the gain from participation must be | 

quiring at the Engineering Placement Office, Room 261, weighed against immediate financial needs. In most cases, | 

Mechanical Engineering Building. The placement office the student will have to spend the summer away from 

sometimes receives information concerning summer train- home and friends. Costs of room and board are likely 

ing for undergraduates from companies which do not send t© be greater. 

representatives to the campus. This information is posted Summer training programs do not present opportunities 

on blue cards. Written inquiries and applications must enough for all students to participate. Those who wish to 

be made in these cases. take part must find out what is available, must take inter- ; 

In considering whether to take part in one of these pro- views and write letters, and must sell themselves to the ! 

grams, the student might consider the advantages of par- company. A sincere interest in the type of work offered 

ticipation. These programs present an opportunity to gain in the program and likelihood of permanent employment 

much in the way of technical knowledge that may be of with the company are two factors given much weight by 

value in understanding university subjects and in future the company. Those who do find it possible and advan- 

employment. They allow the student to establish some tageous to participate are likely to be well repaid in the 

contact with industry and a prospective employer. They knowledge gained and associations formed. 

err . 

Pe ct ethic 
oe 

a 

THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF 

ae - PURE WATER STILLS 
> Jeno i 

t 5 Ah gf A. AE a i ss | ad Pe 

\ ) eee: | ae aia Barnstead Laboratory and ese 7 

fe mr 4 uae Industrial Water Stills Phu. 

be UV produce water of unvary- | | fi 

ia : ie ing consistency and un- | a) | 

7 TRI-POINT MICROMETER matched purity. Easy to Ue 

: 4 operate, easy to clean, if 

1 A new contribution to accuracy they provide ae water | aa : ny 

5 7 at low cost. e proven Si 
and production from Brown & Sharpe; for standard of the scientific ra 1. 

measuring bores or holes directly — without and industrial world, Barn- ne 

masters, reads like a conventional micrometer. stead ones over 100 sizes mR 
i * . and models to meet any 

Eliminates many expensive plugs and setting pure water requirements. GF 95 Y 

rings. Sixteen sizes to measure from .275” VFraen of ProgreuN\ 

to 4.000”. Extensions are available to facili- \V) e Vv 
i: Pur 

tate measuring deep holes. Write for illus- Write Today Qa Y 
lleti for Literature SY fm al Z 

trated Bulletin. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., j\ 878 { 1953) 

Providence 1, R. |., U.S.A, if d 

BROWN BS 45 Lanesville Terrace Lp iy Ronan : 
eis Forest Hills 

Boston 31, Mass. | 
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CHEMICAL PROBLEM... “VW YG a 
... to help lacquer manufacturers _— YG ag 
produce furniture finishes that li bee 
stand up when exposed for long ch Ui 
periods to sunlight and to extreme he 

heat or cold. i [ a 

SOLUTION... _ 

. . . lacquer resins made with a _ 
Hercules P.E., a chemically uni- a 

form pentaerythritol, made by . 

Hercules for its own lacquer resins 7 : 

and those of other manufacturers. ~ 8 

By adding toughness and flexibil- ‘¥ 4 

ity to lacquer resins, P.E. makes ro 

possible fine furniture lacquers yore 7m y 
“ a yan _ >. a? 

that do not crack or craze’ , un. a a 17 

der adverse climatic conditions. | a it | 

COLLEGE MEN... +. 
This is but one example of the |My bee 
far-reaching chemical develop- |_| — 4 
ments in which you could partici- oo 4 

pate ab Hercules—in research, | ft, 

production, sales, or staff opera- EE hf 

cules’ products serve an ever- {| 
broadening range of industries as 
and end-uses. 

Hercules’ business is solving problems by chemistry for industry ... 

. + plastics, paint, varnish, lacquer, textiles, paper, soaps, detergents, rubber, insecticides, adhesives, 
to name a few, use Hercules® synthetic resins, cellulose products, chemical cotton, terpene chem- 

icals, rosin and rosin derivatives, chlorinated products and other chemical processing materials. 

Hercules® explosives serve mining, quarrying, construction, seismograph projects everywhere. 

HER (@ ULES HERCULES POWDER COMPANY Wilmington 99, Delaware 

Sales Offices in Principal Cities 

St eine SEETEA L SONSISN Redon 053.7 
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A variety of parts made of carboloy Grade 608 Chrome Carbide. 

The unusual combination of properties exhibited by mal expansion, which approximates that of steel. Actually 

Grade 608 Chrome Carbide, first of the new Series 600 tungsten carbide has a thermal expansion coefficient about 

Cemented Chrome Carbides to be made available by Car- half that of steel. 

boloy Department of General Electric Company, is ex- Grade 608 Chrome Carbide is a hard, strong metal and 

pected to lead to wide application of the new man-created _ resists abrasion much better than hardened steel. 
metal. Many preliminary successful applications, Fig. 1, High Resistance to Corrosion 

have already been made. These broad applications dem- Salt spray tests conducted at Battelle Memorial Insti- 

onstrate the extent to which chrome carbides can be used tute reveal that Series 600 Chrome Carbides retain their 

by industry. metallic lustre after being subjected to a 30% salt spray 

Grade 608 Chrome Carbide has extremely high resis- for 750 hours. 

tance to both corrosion and erosion, and has good abrasion When subjected to sulphuric acid corrosion tests, Series 

resistance too. Made by the powder metallurgy process, 600 Chrome Carbides show 30 times the resistance of 18-8 

this metal is lightweight, has a coefficient of thermal ex- stainless steels and 3 times the resistance of conventional 

pansion approximately the same as steel, is completely non- carbides. Resistance of chrome carbides to nitric acid is 8 

magnetic and has extreme resistance to high temperature _ times that of other carbides and twice that of 18-8 stainless 

oxidation. steel. Chrome carbides are inert when exposed to citric and 

General Physical Properties lactic acids. 

The new metal is composed of 83% chrome carbide, Resists Oxidation and Erosion 

2% tungsten carbide and 15% nickel. Among its out- The Series 600 Chrome Carbides resists oxidation at all 

standing physical properties are its density, which is about temperatures up to 1832F. When subjected to a tempera- 

half that of tungsten carbide, and its coefficient of ther- ture of 1850 F for 24 hr. samples of chrome carbide are 

PROPERTIES, FABRICATION METHODS, 

and APPLICATIONS for GRADE 608 CHROME CARBIDE 

by J. D. Kennedy 

Wear Part Sales ' 

Carboloy Department, General Electric Company 
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only slightly discolored, while simultaneously exposed Use of ethoxyline resin cemented joints precludes that 
samples of stainless steel and tungsten carbide have com- the surfaces of the carbide and metal be clean. They should 
pletely disintegrated. be grit-blasted and rinsed clean with a solvent. Although 

Steam erosion tests show a resistance from chrome car- ground or smooth surfaces do not bond well, as-sintered bides about 50 times that of conventional carbides. Sam- or sand blasted surfaces on carbides produce satisfactory 
ples 1% inches in dia. and 0.250 in thick were placed bonds. 
¥ in. in front of a 350 psi jet of saturated steam passing Bond shear strengths of from 5000 to 8000 psi at room 
through a 1/16 in. dia. nozzle for 25 hr. periods. temperature have been obtained with ethoxyline cements 

Four tests of 25 hr. each made with different but iden- of several manufacturers using various curing methods. 
tical nozzle assemblies show no measurable erosion pene. At 200F bond strengths decrease to 1% the above values. 
tration on the chrome carbide samples after the first three Prolonged immersion in water weakens the bond about 
tests. Maximum average penetration after the first 100 15%. 
hours is 0.0004 in. These tests show that Series 600 Chrome Carbide parts that have been attached by ethoxyline 
Carbides are equivalent to other metals with maximum resin cements can be removed by heating the joint to 600F 
resistance to steam erosion. at which temperature the cements decompose and the parts 

Available Sizes and Shapes can be easily pried loose. The charred cement can be re- 

Grade 608 Chrome Carbide is already available in lim- moved by sanding or scraping. 
ited quantities in a variety of shapes for engineering and Typical Applications 
metallurgical test applications. Production facilities are The excellent corrosion and erosion resistance of Grade 
being expanded to permit delivery of production lots soon. 608 Chrome Carbide, combined with good abrasion resis- 

When production facilities are completed, the new car- tance, point to successful applications in broad fields in 
bide will be available in approximately the same size and industry. 
shape range in which tungsten carbide is now being of- In the chemical field, its resistance to acids and sodium 

fered. hydroxide indicates that nozzle and control valve compo- 
Because costly and critical tungsten and cobalt are not nents are ideal applications. 

constituents of Grade 608 Chrome carbide, it is expected In the pharmaceutical and food processing fields, Grade 
that complete parts can be economically made of solid 608 Chrome Carbide will also find applications in valves 
chrome carbide in contrast to attaching individual pieces and nozzles because of its resistance to citric and lactic 
as has been done with tungsten carbide in the past. The acids. Scraper blades for centrifuges and seal rings for 
light weight of chrome carbide is another factor in favor homogenizing equipment are other excellent chrome car- 
of this design concept. bide applications. 

Methods of Fabricating, Finishing, and Attaching Because chrome carbide has about the same thermal ex- 
Generally the same methods used in fabricating tung- pansion rate as steel it is finding wide application in the 

sten carbide are used for Grade 608 Chrome Carbide. gage manufacturing field where wear resistance of gaging Components can be molded to shape for standard or surfaces and temperature effects of expansion are im- 
quantity parts. They can also be economically machined portant considerations. The corrosion resistance of the 
to required shapes in the presintered condition for small chrome carbide gaging surfaces is also a factor in prolong. 
lot production. Grinding, lapping and polishing of chrome ing gage surface life. 
carbide is performed with conventional silicon carbide The completely non-magnetic properties of Grade 608 
grinding wheels, diamond grinding wheels and diamond Chrome Carbide mean that it is possible to make instru- 
lapping compounds. Polished surfaces of chrome carbide ment components that are non-magnetic and yet highly 
have a more brilliant lustre than those of tungsten car- resistant to wear and corrosion. . 

bide There are many other divergent applications for Grade 
Grade 608 Chrome Carbide can be attached by brazing, 608 Chrome Carbide such as: Shear blades for molten 

by mechanical means or by thermosetting resin cements. glass, core pins for baking ceramic parts, fishing rod guides 
It is necessary to flash plate chrome carbide parts with that resist salt water atmospheres, textile machinery guides, 
nickel for brazing with conventional materials. mold components for die casting processes, punches for 

The results of recent tests with ethoxyline resins as a movie film and a host of other applications where stainless 
bonding agent for attaching chrome carbide to non-porous steel is not sufficiently abrasion-resistant. 
materials like metals have been very encouraging. Bond Mechanical parts for all types of machinery that must 
strengths of the ethoxyline resin cemented joints at room resist wear, corrosion, high temperatures or erosion are of 
temperature are much lower than brazed joints but ap- course ‘naturals’ for the new carbide. Some applications 
proximately equal to those of soft soldered joints. In gen- for Grade 608 Chrome Carbide may overlap those for 
eral, resin-cemented joints can be used in place of brazed tungsten carbide, but the properties of this new carbide 
joints where high strengths are not required and when the exceed tungsten carbide in so many specific factors that 
application operates at room or slightly elevated tempera- this will undoubtedly prove to be the exception rather 
tures. than the rule. 
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Of bad Y dia, from 
~& _ Wy 1/16” to 1/2" 

...a@ hinge pin ooo a modern fastener 
e 

—_* that saves time and money 
ce eS Le ie (GQ ee Os on thousands of applications 

 ™®AVO ae oP 

~~ NN | 

4 Rollpin is a hollow, split, cylindrically formed pin with chamfered 

R ec - ends. It is simply driven into holes drilled to normal production toler- 

ances. Because Rollpin is slightly larger than standard sized holes, 

+++ stop pin it compresses as inserted. It is self-locking—and_ vibration-proof— 

ns because of the constant pressure it exerts against hole walls. Its shear 

a strength exceeds that of a cold rolled pin of the same diameter. Rollpin 

a fr : is readily removed with a drift or pin punch—and can be reused. 

‘ aA" - Because of its versatility—and the production economies it makes 

nt lg possible—Rollpin is finding wide usage in almost every phase of manu- 

y facturing activity. Write for design information on the Rollpin. It will 

oo enable you to cut costs for many applications where use of rivets, set 

aiset serew. screws, dowels, and straight, serrated or cotter type pins create instal- 

JkvenoENE eee mee eened lation or performance problems. 

eS ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
, i — L 2330 Vauxhall Road, Union, New Jersey 

1 ke ° ‘i 
es | Elastic Stop Nuts with the famous red collar 

: oe are another ESNA product 

«.. @ bolt and nut \ 
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a wa om 4 z E; ere oe 

a ae nd ce ie. ge (7 ie: . ee . fe 7 eae pr 

fa a? | eg ea a 

a _  meerenmnaraencmaccert—wet NT : eae , Are They? | & 7 a) ae 

[| Thrust bearings - 4 —— 

[| Clutch disks a == 
Cl Grinding EA Kae co 

The correct answer is grinding  - / _2 ~~, - - ou 
wheels, shown as they emerge from : 4 : | 3 - oe || 
the electric kiln. | : : a _ . a 

Not ordinary grinding wheels, : _.. Wn, —e es however. They are Norton New- 
Process Wheels — made by modern, 
streamlined, precision methods de- “making better products to make more . 
veloped by Norton engineers. other products better.” Young men 

x planning technical careers are in- _ ff p 
A Big Step Forward vited to consider the established | A P ~ 

This new process involves ad- leadership and far-ranging scope of eo oh Mg. | 
vanced equipment, new manufactur- _ the Norton world-wide organization, Pain. Gs oy | 
ing techniques, and close quality 4 A | 
control during every step of grinding oe ; Send For ¢ r | 
wheel production. As a_ result, ee | Additi 1 } oy ce 
Norton New-Process Wheels are pro- @ =| itiona Rs ; \ 
duced to a degree of structural uni- [ 1 New-Process :  — 4 formity never before possible. () Po. Facts a / 

This increased uniformity means al (@) , a sf 
extra assurance of consistent grind- Cy ' Recent wn lero wis, ad 
ing action throughout each wheel py) sigan tally on this trecrtexy John J. Amero, M. S., Cer. Eng., North Carolina and from wheel to wheel. Which, in ee) [| Gdvancemest ain Stats "38, Ghac _diplcatisn of grinding chee! tum, means more evenly wearing, pateieel pewtiey, «Ei. neacts f ofp eet bin a panne hele — foueiher and performance. Write for your free copy. Process" wheels, 
with more cutting action per whee 
and per dollar. *Trade-Marks Reg. U. S, Pat. Off. and Foreign Countries 

In addition, the built-in balance oo. oe : * “ 
of Norton New-Process Wheels cuts | 
down vibration and enables them to ee . 
hug the work more closely, assuring oe N O R TO N 
smoother, better grinding perform- ra serum 

ance. ; 2 ee rag 
A wide range of wheels employing ddlaking better Pre oducts to make other pr oducts better 

both ALUNDUM* (aluminum oxide) 
and CRYSTOLON*® (silicon carbide) ABRASIVES, 27). GRINDING wiesis (6) oustones¢F7 ranasive PAPER & non 
abrasives are made bythenewprocess. aye 4 P| 

REFRACTORIES, POROUS MEDIUMS & LABORATORY WARE Pq | NON-SLIP FLOORING e . . ig ats 
Looking Ahead With Norton GRINDING & LAPPING MACHINES eae BORON CARBIDE PRODUCTS 4 
Geared to industry’s constantly mae 

expanding needs, Norton Company NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS serves every manufacturing field by . SEHR-MANNING, TROY, MW. ¥. 18 A DIVISION OF NORTON COMPANY 
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W.S.P.E. eo M. O. Withey to the awards com- Dale E. Gordon, Engineer, State 

beonkinuéd Ifb#i DEE2T) mittee. Highway Commission of Wiscon- 
continued pag 

Editor’s Note: It was reported that six new sin, Eau Claire. 

This material reached us too late for members had been added as a re- 
the January issue. 

—— sult of the NSPE mail campaign ENGINEER SHORTAGE 

© Program Notes reported in the last issue. The per- DISCUSSED BY 

: Awards Committee . sonal follow up in which all mem- NORTHWEST CHAPTER 

° Vw masts bers can lend a hand should result Many qualified engineers are now 

“ee in a large number of new members. doing work which could be done by 

The final board meeting of 1952 i Gammell, chairman of me laymen, resulting in a waste of 

was held in Milwaukee on December . ioe play belts walle bs es trained manpower, W. F. Baum- 

13 with nearly all members in atten- SSnEIUS rE "he ee = “ i“ hes gartner, chapter president, declared. 
dance. committee: Be ame =i ‘ di He said the State Highway Com- 

Last minute details of the annual Pee ate . teas ton ane wee mission, of which he is cakes 
s } scientific fields was being hampered engineer here, is adopting the pol- 

meeting in, January were approved by the lack of trained personnel. He icy of using untrained men for work 

as planned by the program commit: stated that workers in the scientific which does not require professional 

tee. Pietee ae Bee an = fields must start their training in training wherever posible, and a 

seatieptlan of oe oe me ost . high school. Surveys have shown attempting to use engineers only 

g me ; & that one third of all high school for work requiring their profes- 

one of Wisconsin’s resort hotels. pupils are capable of being success- sional skill. 

Rates appear to be comparable with ful in scientific fields. Plans are be- Pierce Ellis, Milwaukee, first vice 

tose at pores Means a eeaan ing made for the guidance of high president of the state society, also 

Wis wishes oom, Menauel bes - school students fields — oe advocated better utilization of engi- 

decision reached. act ackoel dew oan neer manpower, and reported that 

At the request of Chairman Ben = School guidahice and science the state organization is promoting 

Elliott the board approved the teachers: courses in vocational schools in an 
hie : Sad & and Been We are pleased to welcome the effort to increase the supply of 

Bt * following into the Society: semi-trained workers in the engi- 

— MEMBERS heering field. 

iia sa epee Joseph Lovercio, Engineer, Airport Increased promotion of the pro- 

< ro: ae Division, Milwaukee County of fession among high school and col- 

(a : | Public Works lege students was proposed by T. E. 

a oa) | Earl S. Godard, Manager Produc- Thoreson, River Falls, chairman of 

es ee habe ; : tion Engineering, The Trane the education committee. Mr. 

aoe) Company, La Crosse, Wisconsin Thoreson suggested that the society 

¢ Thomas K. Jordan, Director of provide speakers to schools to ex- 

Aeronautics, Wisconsin State plain advantages of engineering as 

Be r Aeronautics Commission, Madi- a career, and provide libraries of 

g | son colleges in this area with books and 

T ° C Franklin D. Ditch, Chief Engineer, material on engineering. 

ypewriter O. The Electric Sprayit Company, Mr. Thoreson also proposed that 

Student Headquarters Sheboygan students interested in engineering 

Ben Shetney, Engineer, State High- be invited to a meeting of society, 

@ UNDERWOOD way Commission of Wisconsin, where they could discuss the subject 

Madison, Wisconsin with professionals. He also sug- 

e SMITH-CORONA Alfred J. Wojta, Agricultural Engi- gested that the society provide 

e REMINGTON neer, University of Wisconsin, speakers for civic club meetings dur- 

Madison ing Engineers’ Week, Feb. 22 to 26. 

@ ROYAL Donald R. Franzmann, District En- W. T. Gohn, present secretary- 

gineer, Northern States Power treasurer, was proposed for presi- 

Rented — Repaired Company, Chippewa Falls, Wis- dent by the nominating committee 

| consin in its report. Others nominated were 

Sold | a M. R. Charlson for vice president, 

. . AFFILIATE MEMBERS W. E. Hestekin for secretary-treas- 
731 University Ave. | Stanley J. Jachim, Engi s dE. R. Hol director fo 

MADISON, WISCONSIN | nley J. Jachim, Engineer, State urer, and E. R. Holm as director for 

Phone 6-3603 | Highway Commission of Wiscon- three years. Holdover directors are 

{ sin, Eau Claire R. F. Bott and R. P. Boyd. 
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aU eaid YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK 

ZC oT Fe 
ee ee §=—- How to keep a high spee 

/ i Vow) i ee. bori ill ae pie * oring mill accurate 
7 _ . - ee < Poon cf _ To insure table accuracy in high speed boring mills, 
eC oe ee spindle vibration must be eliminated. That’s why de- 
i / oe | signers mount the table spindles on Timken® precision 
i _ a ——  ¢§ tapered roller bearings. They hold spindles in positive 
[_ rrrrtwt™—r~—~S~—i‘“‘“Ca‘<‘<‘<‘<(i‘<‘(‘(‘(i‘CCUSCiCRr‘iCR;' Cs alignment, eliminate vibration. Line contact between 

. . _ = —— load-carrying capacity. The true rolling motion and 
om — - | - FCC incredibly smooth surface finish of Timken bearings 
Lal ] > oe practically eliminate friction and wear within the 

e e 

How spindle and drive 
ae Vaya shafts are mounted = Bie 4a eI IL. 

® . ke S ee ri Yj : y ri OS CE al on TIMKEN’ bearings §= 2 te a \ W. % A USN ZA “TRA ener CSS 

The drive of a high speed boring mill is mounted | : Z | YN s LZ) =e SY 

on single row type TS, and two row type TNA N A 1 Y N H ag Bo om 

bearings. Input, intermediate and bevel pinion iy AA! LN H “a a Ae a 4. 
shafts are mounted on two type TS bearings on —** / Y “ys H YW 9 i ees 
one end, and a two row type TNA bearing free & Ce Rl eo AN ¥ je 
to float on the opposite end. Single row type TS a J AG 
bearings are indirectly mounted on the main 
table vertical spindle. 

= Want to learn more 
VA me ° BZ, owt bearings? 

hi ae a a Some of the engineering problems you'll face after 

4 i graduation will involve bearing applications. If 
TRADE-MARK REG. U. 5. PAT. OFF. 4 . J ce a you’d like to learn more about this phase of engi- 

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS (| Ww : i neering, we'll be glad to help. Clip this page for a til F sey future reference, and for a copy of the 270-page 
Ae a pny General Information Manual on Timken bearings, 
= write today to The Timken Roller Bearing Company, 

a Canton 6, Ohio. Cable address: ““TIMROSCO”. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER o> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 
f 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL @ AND THRUST -@- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION we 
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‘Ve “Ne cA ~ _ : | 

inst \\. 1 See . 

o — ee : | 
Pl Cena od 

v - WANTED | ) New Ideas 4 
ae e e 

; Vo Keep America Strong in the Air | 

Aviation progress requires new ideas—and plenty of them. And that’s why North | 

i American always has career opportunities for young engineers who do fresh j 

i thinking. North American is a company that thinks in terms of the future. That’s 
: why it has been an industry leader for 24 years, designing and developing the 

leading planes of World War II, the B-25 Mitchell and F-51 Mustang, and 

America’s present day front-line fighters, the F-86 Sabre Jets. Today, North 
{ American is pioneering in many new fields—guided missile, jet, rocket, electronics, 
' atomic energy—thinking ahead to keep America strong in the air. 

When you are prepared to enter the engineering profession, consider the career 
\ opportunities at North American. In the meantime, feel free to write for any infor- : 

L mation you might want concerning a career in the aircraft industry. ’ 

Write D. R. Zook, Employment Director, 5701 W. Imperial Highway, Los Angeles 

~ NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION. INC. | 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA*® COLUMBUS, OHIO 

pS 
North American has built more airplanes than any other company in the world | 

i as iad a a 
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fea 4 
Faas, = - i 1} 
Foal oe ett a a i Se y _ 

ppl) | | 2 See : actin dima carne ee ea ——— i moovcion “output meu ants — « oe el a —_ 

ERP Ere oat ge eT | = § xm mae 

Seas 
wey | aman * ez BE Reynolds expanding production 

<a] | —historic chapter in 33 years > 
J RTOS 9ST 05a THT Was 

fla > ——|- - 
Eres — AN Y !\ 

IS SV) hie 
Ht oe | We PCW ° 

=a FY A Fertile Place for = Fa [A Th Fe il 
ST BAY | \ ee \ SMM || PER 
== FX ‘Ss ei Uy === IR ( \\ Hf " 

‘Vag KG Careers to Grow VO IN ae see US) i yy 4 OH It 
E ea 

, Ss Z| et i 
ee a © a E. —— — -. | 4 ee ‘ ‘ . f a 0 | Te A broad vista of opportunity opens up for college graduates who 

a es oo | \ att come to work for Reynolds. The phenomenal rise of the Reynolds 
ee, iy - i itm i a \ \ Metals Company, known throughout business and industry, is 

: fe | 4 || ] clearly depicted by the above chart, The five-fold expansion in 
F ey _ Ft = A total production of aluminum ingot alone spells broad opportunity. 

‘ 71 t \ tL Add to this the vast and productive fabricating facilities of Reynolds 
: Som . AM bh — —in themselves an enterprise of considerable proportions—and here 

= a indeed is a fertile field for any ambitious engincer, , Be EET 4 8 
Be. a From bauxite mining through metals refining and fabrication oo | bauxite mining throug ing Settling tanks, where impurities are to application engineering, sales and marketing, Reynolds offers 

Separated from sodium aluminate broad career opportunities. Operating 27 plants in 13 states, and 
se still expanding, there is virtually no limit to what can be accom- 

oo plished by a capable graduate engineer. eo DhUhLm : f a a 8 
it Ce Preliminary orientation in production and sales...direct on-the- 
ee oe ee job training... liberal insurance, hospitalization and retirement | | ei J 8 f c ° 

/ Arinae . Li programs... these are <ll parts of a sound personnel policy main- 
oe ae “at GEN tained at Reynolds. 

: (io 4 ww a For important information on “your future in Aluminum,” yail 
ie SSS the coupon. If you are definitely interested now, write direct oa OS y y ft 

Tube drawing, one of many mill to General Employment Manager, Reynolds Metals Company, 
operations at Reynolds 3rd and Grace Streets, Richmond 19, Va. 

Dee WAN poo 
3 = ’ eae : ae] eg | Reynolds Metals Company, 
el Doh Employment Dept. 
co | LI a H Richmond 19, Virginia i os 

ce 8 oo — | Please send me, FREE, your 96-page booklet "The ABC's of 
Pr°0cy 3 Poe iC ee Aluminum"; also the 44-page book, “Reynolds Aluminum... 

Be Wh, +, hie ce Ea | Gnd the Company that makes it." 
El). gh vb Pen | 
A Jog pe A ‘es 2 ey | Name 

Foil—for many uses, including Full color movies tell the fascinating | Address 
colorful, protective packages and story of Reynolds Aluminum. 1émm 
labels; also famous Reynolds Wrap. films available for group showings. I School___________Class____Course___»__>_>_ 
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BY I. R. DROPS | 

Situation: Two infants in the nursery of the maternity Shortly before the invasion started, a general and his | 

ward of the hespital. staff were watching a troop-carrying glider go by. From 

First Infant: “Are you a little boy or a little dirl?” it came a carrier pigeon. Powerful field glasses followed 

Second Infant: “I don’t know.” the bird to a nearby coop. A colonel raced over, got the 

First Infant: “I’m a little boy.” message attached to the bird’s leg, bounded back breath- 

Second Infant: “How do you tell?” lessly, and handed it to the general. He opened it with 

First Infant: “Wait till the nurse leaves and T’ll show trembling hands, read it, cursed, and threw it on the 

you.” ground. Then he walked away, his face bright purple. The 

The nurse leaves and the First Infant pulls the cover colonel waited a moment, then picked up the message. Tt 

down and says: “See, blue booties.” read: “I have been sent down for being naughty in my 

cage.” 

* * * * * * 

Engineers wonder why girls with streamlined figures 

College man (finishing a letter to a friend): “I’d send offer the most resistance. 

you that five I owe you, but I’ve already sealed the en- 

velope.” . . 

4c * ok “Beg your pardon, but aren’t you an engineering stu- 

dent?” 

“No—it’s just that I couldn’t find my suspenders this 

The little dog walked by the tree. The tree said, “Have morning, my razor blades were used up, and a bus ran 

one on me.” The doggie blinked, like Mickey Mouse, and over my hat.” 

said, “No thanks. just had one on the house.” ’ * . 

* * * Joe: “That college turns out some great men.” 

Bill: “When did you graduate?” 

Joe: “I didn’t graduate—I was turned out.” 

A man wandered into a tennis tournament the other 

day and sat down on the bench. * * * 

“Whose game?” he asked. 

A shy young thing sitting next to him looked up hope- Bureaucrat: “If we ate unable to figure out a way to 

fully. spend that two hundred and twenty million dollars, we 

“Tam,” she replied. lose our job.” 

Secretary: “How about a bridge over the Mississippi 

River lengthwise?” 

* * * 

Guide: “We are passing the largest brewery in the state.” He: “Will you marry me?” 

Engineer: “Why?” She: “No, but I'll always admire your good taste.” 
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Production Supervisor ober B. McCue (at JOB WITH A FUTURE— right), B.S. in Ch. E., West Virginia °38, 
and plant laboratory shift-leader J. P. Quarles, @ B.S. in Ch. E., Lehigh 38, discuss analysis © of a product sample. 

sin changes in company policy and as- 
suming responsibility for their safety 

@ and morale. 
pi ‘The unusual problemsencountered 

in ‘‘“Mycoban”’ production are largely 
due to the seasonal nature of its sales. 
Its greatest use is in the hot, humid 
months, or from late spring to early 

Varied experiences in a Du Pont chemical plant fall. For this reason: . ° ; ee eae 1. Production and warehouse inven- fit young engineers for higher responsibility tories of “Mycoban” must be care- 
. . . fully balanced against sales forecasts. As was pointed out in the last issue of ting costs through the better use of The enpervisor gathers necessary 

the Digest, Du Pont’s many product equipment, instrument controls and background information for this op- 
lines afford men interested in pro- raw materials. Seation 
duction supervision experience in a The supervisor works hand in hand 2. Production needs, including man- 
wide variety of operations. with the plant technical section to- power, equipment aaa materials 

For a better idea of what the work ward these goals. He also keeps him- must likewis 2 be: planned to Reet 
involves, let’s consider a specific case self informed on technological and sales forecasts 
—the production of ‘“Mycoban” so- economic trends affecting production 3 Maintenance including a yearly 
dium and calcium propionates, in- and sales, finds explanations for out- hydrostatic test. ofthe plant, must 
hibitors used by bakeries to extend  of-line costs, and prepares plans and be: scheduled with the plant main- 
the mold-free life of bread and other estimates for increasing production. tenance supervisor for the minimum 
baked goods. Such work obviously calls for a 5 . . interference with peak-season pro- Many ofthe problemsencountered sound technical background. In ad- duction. Emergency maintenance 
in the manufacture of “‘“Mycoban” — dition, however, considerable admin- . we . z 2 a must be kept down by carefully are similar to those arising in the istrative ability is needed. A super- 1 a . ‘ . ; : . planned preventive maintenance. manufacture of any Du Pont chemi- visor must be able to supervise. His As you can see, production super- 

cal. There is the = ae ies eee — under visors have a broad field of activity 
effort to improve quality, while cut- im informed about long-range at Du Pont. The experience gained 

ar ea a... oad in this job will prepare an ambitious 
_ =] =. ~~ ay : man for advancement to positions 
_ hho i" of still higher responsibility. 

. | : y oe . . ‘@ YOU'LL WANT to read “Chemical En- bp hhh rem SCE“ gineers at Du Pont.” Explains oppor- lL ULL ee ee | tunities in research, development, a. we a production, sales, administration and A i ce o ‘ Ae een | management. For copy, write: 2521 | ... Nemours Building, Wilmington, Del. 

ow C a. =. / BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
C= —.UmU—C~se —=S—CC . .. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

ye LL " ‘i ; .” Tuesday Night Process Control Engineer W. 1. Morgan (at left), B.S. in Ch., West Virginia Wesleyan °37, Mae see heen Other Wednesday on NBG TY 7 observes packing characteristics of “ Mycoban"’ powder as it comes from the loading hopper. 
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..- WITH A PRATT & WHITNEY ENGINE | ay 
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&.. ae We 

elo 
Be be oe 

Three hours and fifty minutes from California to Florida ee | Bot ue : 

. . . that’s the almost incredible a : ae 

cross-country record set by a Lockheed Starfire. eS ik fe 
Poo . S 

Now our engineers are developing the powerplants for Be. > tke a 
eee | S 

the outstanding aircraft of the future, both military e a eh 4 

and commercial. 
y so 4 

They are working on far more powerful jet engines . — : | b 

+. even a nuclear engine. rd : _ : _ 

If you would like to work for a company with a future ‘a oe j. 

. . . serving an industry with an unlimited future... j Ss { qi _ 

set your sights on Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. a a if ie 

MORE AIRCRAFT ENGINES se G a : 

BEAR THIS EMBLEM 2 ey ann ae | 

THAN ANY OTHER. Pp \ ews) ' 

fo me fee Ho eee Bees 

a | Be ae | 

ma Ns 
a is ay 

og 3 be 2 - 

owe : e uber ceo eee Cee eae a 
ces a ; ee : oe a A ee Se 

“Cutgeusier” cae i + 4 ee - ee ee 

wc oie ew lat j Zz J =| 

\ ee Loe a 

\ : oe a ed “y D, ney Ah ‘5 Vall * Whitney Attcrals?, Ne 
OIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

EAST HARTFORD 8 CONNECTICUT USA. “Rscailfoms 
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a. : a he *\ " Sie yl | 
A :. % a a. an ee Ne : NS a Ae 

J fo o net ~ weg 4 c 1 — DSA ge Sd 

a oe 9) All kj ° e e eee hw ee Se oy , wth, 

_. r Let's say you're going to engineer tomorrow’s global transportation : Bt . " “ ma: GS % systems—explore inaccessible areas for new mineral deposits —or that > 
—e. youll design a new machine or product. All along the engineering x | i pe 

a way, you'll find photography playing an important part. ae A CS y P we os. 
7 ‘ Pe ee 7 ae os Photography can help you choose a site through aerial photographs. et icc 

A om | It helps you analyze structural stresses by studies of plastic models in oh te 
— ee olarized light. It provides information on metal strength and struc- ALL 
wee i ture through x-ray diffraction and photomicrography. It provides a VO 
wl’ a rapid means of reproducing engineering drawings full-size—or reduc- i? + ee 
a bg a ing them to mere frames on microfilm for safe, easy storage and ready Cate: he - 7 
AY .. a reference. ae 
sag ag Applying photography to engineering and engineering to photog- pon 2 | ae 

NS S raphy have become specialties in themselves. This has led graduates in ig | : es 

a the physical sciences and in engineering to find positions with the a 
> 2 pay P Pe in 

LUD Eastman Kodak Company. If you are interested, write to Business and or =e @ 

_ > Technical Personnel Department, Eastman Kodak Company, v4 se 
- wee Rochester 4, New York. ye ae 

e/g FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY FEN 0. 
+f) & G& ind ial ial and scientifi 3 “A ha serves industrial, commercial and scientific progress | 7 eG 

é Py Photogrammetry—the technic of surveying by 7” Sg 
_ photography —provides essential information for "a a es or eT oe a 4 
2 ca. world-wide planning of airports, pipe lines, conveyor . » Yr ¢ 4 _ > ——a— Yc eo 

| systems, mineral and oil development, and all kinds of L te Lhe ; és P| FF om 2g y 

es engineering undertakings. « 2 3 bn < i it. fF 
ok | -aprueecmarcmerenmemmemacumt ae a -°O|U EE oT 
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U. 8. PUTA 

2c Paid 
Permit No. 428 

Madison, Wisconsin 

, .onn ny a 2 ml np x np > oT 
MY QUESTION TO THE G-E STUDENT INFORMATION PANEL: 

ee as | «What educational training opportunities 

of Yo are available to engineers in General 
. ff Se a. — 

— xn”. - ectric? 

—. Sie wen - ... James H. Rosains, University of Florida, 1953 

Poe we The answer to Mr. Robbins’ question, presented at a student informa- 
£ % a 2 . . + & » J ba tion meeting held in July, 1952 between G-E personnel and repre- 

\ 2 “ sentative college students, is printed below. If you have a question 

oe ee / you would like answered, or seek further information about General 

MS ge j ‘ E Electric, mail your request to College Editor, Dept. 221-6, General 
~~ ‘ : Y iq 

- |. \ 7 . Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. 
= te | ie ' Y 

M. M. BORING, Engineering Services Division... In ee — Organized to develop top- 

General Electric the engineer has his choice of engaging | _ flight engineers, the Advanced 

in cither Company education programs or in graduate ke Engineering Program provides 

study in nearby colleges and universities. — of a an opportunity to study fun- 

Phe Company programs are based on material directed i _ damental physical princ iples 

toward better fitting the engineer for a career with the fe) — — and advanced mathematical 

Company. He will gain first-hand knowledge of industry, e 6 Sxe . methods in the areas of clee- 
‘ 7 ee . r a, lg she Sa se REST, 

come in contact with many different products and types fy f. ; trical and mechanical engincer- 

of work. and associate with top-flight engineers. i oA ing. 
: : ‘ 3 The Process ‘Technology : 

General Electric actively encourages college graduate 5 . . : i Sia | 
: . A cGies ‘i Program, concerned with chemical, chemical engineering, 

study, and when this study applies to the individual’s . . : . . : 
= 4 . and metallurgical fields, acquaints the engineer with . 

work, on approval by his departmental manager, provi- . : . Neen 
. : ‘ : Se laboratory and engineering groups, with activities in man 8) Srour sions are made for refunds of one-half tuition costs upon . le ve . . 

‘af s : locations, and with various product businesses of the | > 
satisfactory completo of courses, ‘ 

a ‘al od . oo . Company. 
» tee cal educa rourams EE. may be di- :_ . . . Phe fe Weal eau ton progr che in G.E. may ps di Phe category that includes the general courses is de- 

“ \ ain categories: the advanced technice . : ; ‘ i : vided into oe HITT ¢ die ace t i udvanced tec nical signed to acquaint engineers with the engineering aspects 
SWAN WHEES Care sclevved srudents (any enwi. : ; ; : ae : | 

programs, ie s ref y Se ected students (any engi of marketing, manufacturing, and application engincer- 
ser may apply) are give ‘nsive tra a: 2 - a. : . ° TOP Tay app ) hd ; al Ga u SLU ia the ing as well as providing Jess intensive courses on funda- 

general and specialized technical courses, available to all mental principles. The specialized technical courses pro- 
. il y engineers, . . . . ¥i ‘ 

Company engineer vide intensive study for engineers permanently assigned 

he objective of the advanced technical programs— to operating departments in such fields as servo- 
Creative Engineering, Advanced Engineering, and Process mechanics, heat transfer, and magnetic design. 

Fechnology is to impart an understanding of funda- In addition, educational opportunities are offered 
mental scientific principles and their application to par- engineers by our Manufacturing, Marketing, Employee 

Uicular problems, as well as to encourage a basie approach and Plant Community Relations, and other divisions. 

to these problems and promote confidence in the engi- Besides having the opportunity for educational devel- 

neers own ability. opment, the engineer in General Electric is given a good | 8 8 g 
The Creative Engineering Program is directed toward job with plenty of responsibility, sound training for a | 

developing creative and inventive abilities, and a logical lifetime career, opportunities for careers in widely varied | 

approach to design problems by definition, search, selec- phases of science and engineering, a good place in w hich | 

tion. and evaluation. to work, and a place in which to lead a well-rounded life. | 

Ge fre. conyflalence 
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